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1 Abstract

Introduction

Epithelial  homeostasis  is  guaranted  by  somatc  stem  cells  wich,  through  diferent 

patways, such as p63 and Notch signaling, self-renew, diferentate and control tssue 

functon and integrity.  In vivo behaiior of epithelial stem cells (ESCs) from diferent 

epithelia reflects diferences in physiological role of the tssue.

Limbal stem cells defciency (LSCD) is characterized by conjunctial epithelial ingrowth,  

neoiascularizaton, recurrent corneal erosion and persistent ulcers, as well as corneal  

scarring and ultmately leads to iisual impairment and blindness. When the cornea is 

entrely coiered with a fbro-iascular tssue, the chances of success of a traditonal  

penetratng  keratoplasty  are  iirtually  absent.  Transplantaton  of  autologous  limbal 

epithelial stem cells (LESCs) or oral mucosa epithelial stem cells (OMESCs) cultured on 

fbrin  glue  has  shown  to  be  successful  for  unilateral  or  bilateral  LSCD  treatment, 

respectiely.  Despite  that,  fibrin  presented seieral  limitatons  including  inability  to 

repair or replace damaged corneal stroma. 

Aim

The purpose of this work is to beter understand the potentality of somatc epithelial 

stem cells in order to identfy  possible approaches to exploit this potentality. In the 

light of this, my research group has been able to identfy and set up a cell therapy 

approach  for  a  unique  homozygous-heterozygous  mosaicism  of  EEC  Syndrome, 

demonstratng that epithelial  stem cells haie an intrinsic potental for regeneratie 

medicine that can be exploited with a deeper characterizaton. We, also, aimed to test 

human keratoplasty lentcules (HKLs)a partcularly atractie, full-thickness scafolds for 

corneal epithelial and stromal reconstructon that proiides an interestng organotypic 

culture system for eialuaton of growth, proliferaton, and diferentaton processes of 

epithelial stem cells (ESCs).

Results

During the three years  of  PhD I  had the opportunity  to collect  and reiiew cellular 

biology  data  of  four  diierse  types  of  primary  epithelial  cells,  deriied  from  four  
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diferent epithelia (skin, oral mucosa, limbus/cornea and conjunctia) and,  to beter 

iniestgate the exhauston of clonogenic potental and the self-renewal of epithelial 

stem cells we took in consideraton also p63-defectie oral mucosa primary cell lines 

obtained from three patents afected by EEC syndrome, already known to cause an 

acceleraton  in  epithelial  aging.  Demonstratng  that  epithelial  stem  cells  haie  an 

intrinsic  potental  for  regeneratie  medicine  that  can  be  exploited  with  a  deeper 

characterizaton, we haie also been able to apply a cell therapy protocol to a patent 

afected by EEC syndrome in a rare form of mosaicism. We isolated the cell populaton 

with a mild phenotype from this patent,  enriching these primary cells  in vitro and 

producing  well-organized  and  stratfed  epithelial  sheets.  The  noielty  and  the 

importance of this case was related to the possibility to start a customized cell therapy 

approach for this unique case of EEC syndrome, based solely on epithelial stem cell 

manipulaton. 

Limbal stem cells (H-LESCs) expanded onto HKLs gaie rise to a keratnized stratfed 

squamous epithelium morphologically similar to that of normal corneas. To set up the 

cohort of animal patents, we proceded with the characterizaton of cell lines obtained 

from biopsies of the cornea (C-CESCs) and oral mucosa (C-OMESCs) of canine origin.  

Primary lines were serially propagated untl exhauston in order to get life span data to 

compare  their  behaiior  with  human  limbal stem  cells.  For  each  passage,  we  also 

performed  colony  forming  efciency  assays  (CFE)  to  estmate  the  proporton  of 

clonogenic  cells  present in the culture.  Nesults  showed a trend of  canine cell  lines 

comparable to human limbal cells trend, with a similar decrease of clonogenic cells 

number, a similar percentage of aborted colonies during serial cultiaton and a similar 

replicatie senescence.  Then,  primary human and canine epithelial  stem cells  were 

seeded onto HKLs. The resultng epithelia was well organized and stratfed into four to 

fie cell  layers with basal  cuboidal  cells diferentatng upward to winged cells.  The 

layer of basal  cuboidal  cells was frmly atached to the underlying ECM and to the 

basement  membrane  through  integrinβ4.  Maintenance  of  stemness  potental  and 

diferentaton  pathways  were  assessed  checking  the  expression  of  the  stem  cells  

marker  p63 and the terminally diferentated cells  marker Iniolucrine.  Importantly, 

expression of the diferent markers resembled that obseried in normal epithelia, thus 
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suggestng that HKLs are able to support the growth and maintain the diferentaton 

pathways of epithelial stem cells. 

Discussion and conclusions 

Our fndings demonstrate that primary epithelial cells haie unique characteristcs with 

an inimitable potental that makes them a malleable tool, able to adapt to diferent 

necessites. And so on, although these data are intriguing, further iniestgaton could 

proiide  more  and  more  useful  data  for  their  clinical  applicaton  in  regeneratie 

medicine. As a proof-of-principle that epithelial stem cells haie an intrinsic potental 

for regeneratie medicine that can be exploited with a deeper characterizaton, my 

group haie been able to apply, in vitro, a cell therapy protocol to a patent afected by 

a rare mosaic form of EEC syndrome. 

HKLs appear to be partcularly atractie, animal-free (feeder-free) and full-thickness 

scafolds for corneal reconstructon. We haie already started with the the recruitment 

of canine patents to assess the transplantability and functonality of these organotypic 

structures and, through the collaboraton with diferent ieterinary departments, we 

are creatng a small cohort on which to start with frst transplantaton trials.
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2 Introduction and background

2.1 Mantainance of epithelial homeostasis: epithelial stem cells

Epithelia are tssues organized in sheets, consistng of regular-shaped cells clinging to 

each other and ofen residing at the interface between the external eniironment and 

the  body's  organs.  The  renewal  and  maintenance  of  tssues,  under  the  name  of 

homeostasis,  are guaranteed by the presence of adult stem cells.  Adult ASMs, also 

known as somatc SCs, are undiferentated cells which are part of organs and tssues, 

including brain, bone marrow, peripheral blood, blood iessels, skeletal muscles, skin, 

teeth, heart, gut, liier, oiarian epithelium, testes and more. To respect the defniton 

of stem cells they must guarantee two important charactersa self-renewal and potency. 

The frst one represents the capacity to undertake numerous cycles of cell  diiision 

maintaining their undiferentated state. Instead the second aspect indicates the ability 

to diferentate into mature cell  type (multpotency or unipotency for somatc SCs).  

Multpotency implicates the possibility to produce only cells of a closely related family 

like the hematopoietc stem cells. Unipotent stem cells, instead, can produce only one 

cell type. 

In vivo, recent eiidence has shown that adult stem cells reside in specifc and exclusiie 

tssue regions (niches) where they remain quiescent without diiision untl actiaton by 

a normal need of tssues mantainance, or during wound healing. The structure and the 

localizaton  of  these  niches  are  tssue  specifc  such  as  the  tssue  turnoier  and 

regeneratie  potental.  Howeier,  they  haie  in  common  the  maintenance  of 

microeniironment through fundamental factors, like Wnt and Nocht signalling, specifc 

grow factors and communicatons with neighbouring cells (Bonthagarala 2013).

Although it is iery exiguous, the number of SCs in each niche iary between tssue, and 

their behaiiours difer according on the stmuli to which they are subjected. 

The ability of stem cells to suriiie and retain their proliferatie potental throughout 

the lifespan not necessarily imply that they haie an endless capacity to diiide, or that  

they undergo constant self-renewal. Nather, it means that the frequency and tming of 

actual stem cell self-renewal diiisions are tghtly regulated within the tssue to ensure 
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the lifelong maintenance of the stem cell populaton. If stem cells are exhausted too 

quickly,  or  if  genetc  defects  or  damage  reduce their  proliferatie potental,  tssue 

atrophy and premature ageing can arise. Coniersely,  mutatons that promote more 

frequent stem cell diiisions without appropriate diferentaton balance can result in 

abnormal tssue deielopment and eien cancer (Fuchs and Chen 2013). 

Figure  1.  Model  of  four  epithelia:  skin,  oral  mucosa,  cornea  and  conjunctva  and  their  
organizaton at tssue level.
Abbreviatons:  SESCs,  skin  epithelia  stem cells;  OMESCs,  oral  mucosa  epithelial  stem cells;  
LESCs, limbal epithelia stem cells; CESCs, conjunctval epithelial stem cells.
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Table 1. Tissue functon, compositon, stem cells niches and turnover tmes of the four diferent  
epithelium submited to the analysis.  

Tissue Tissue functon Compositon SCs Niches

Turn-
oier 
tme 

(days)

Skin
Protectie,

Thermoregulatory,
Metabolic.

Corneusa 10 to 30 layers of 
polyhedral, 

anucleated corneocytes
Translucenta found in the 

palms and soles
Granulara Keratnocytes lose 

their nuclei and 
their cytoplasm appears 

granular
Spinousa Keratnocytes 

become connected 
through desmosomes and start 

produce lamellar bodies
Basala proliferatng and non-
proliferatng keratnocytes

Spatally 
harboured in 

the 
throughout 

layer

28-30

Oral mucosa
Protecton from 

external agents and 
mechanical stress

higher number of cell layers 
compared to skin

basal
spinous 
granular 

corneusa keratnized layer

Basal layer 14-24

Conjunctia
Protecton 

Lacrimal flm 
maintenance

Variable number of layers 
iaries among areasa

marginal conj.a 5 layers of 
non-keratnised squamous 

epithelium;
tarsal and orbitala 2 layers of 

stratfed cuboidal epithelium;
fornix and sclerala 3 layers of 

stratfed squamous cells;
limbala 10 layers of stratfed 

squamous cells.

Forniceal 
area /

Cornea and 
Limbus

Protecton
Filtraton of UV rays
Nefracton of light

5-7 layers of stratfed 
squamous epithelial cells

Palisades of 
Vogt /
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2.2 Notch signalling and epithelial cells diferentiation

Tissue homeostasis and wound repair require epithelial stem cells to perform diferent 

terminal  diferentaton  programs.  To  achieie  these  results,  stem  cells  must  be 

instructed by their micro-eniironment to select a partcular cell line.

Notch signaling controls selectie cell-fate determinaton in iariety of diferent tssues 

(Artaianis-Tsakonas,  Nand,  and  Lake  1999).  Conseried  throughout  eukaryotes,  the 

canonical  Notch  pathway  goierns  cell-fate  decisions  through  close-range,  cell-cell 

interactons (Cédric Blanpain, Horsley, and Fuchs 2007). 

There are four Notch transmembrane receptors (Notch1-4) in mammals. Notch ligands 

are  also  transmembrane  proteins  and  comprise  three  diferent  subfamilies,  each 

containing seieral members. In consequence to ligand binding, Notch receptors are 

sequentally cleaied by metalloproteinase and γ-secretase.

Once  released,  Notch's  intracellular  domain  (NICD)  is  free  to  translocate  to  the 

nucleus, where it can associate with the DNA- binding protein NBP-J to coniert it into a 

transcriptonal  actiator  (Cédric  Blanpain,  Horsley,  and  Fuchs  2007).  The  best 

characterized Notch target genes belong to the hairy enhancer of split (Hes) complex 

and consist of the b- HLH transcripton factors Hes (1–7) and Hey (1–3) (Iso, Kedes, and 

Hamamori 2003). An example of the role of Notch signaling in promotng proliferaton 

and diferentaton can be also found in mammary epithelium. Oierexpression of the 

actie form of Notch4 leads to mammary tumorigenesis (Hu et al. 2006), and although 

ablaton  of  RBP-J  does  not  disturb  inital  mammary  gland  morphogenesis,  alieolar 

diferentaton is seierely impaired during pregnancy (Buono et al. 2006). 

It is surprising that Notch is also implicated as a tumor suppressor in the cornea and 

epidermis,  considering  that  loss  of  Notch1  in  adult  epidermis  and  cornea leads  to 

epithelial  hyperplasia  followed by  the  expansion  of  basal  layers  (Nangarajan  et  al. 

2001).  Moreoier,  Additonal  support  came  from  studies  showing  that  Notch1- 

defcient skin displays a higher susceptbility of deieloping chemically induced cancer 

(Nicolas et al. 2003). 

At frst glance, it might appear as though Notch signaling promotes maintenance and 

self-renewal in some epithelial stem cells while inhibitng these processes in others.  
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Howeier, multple Notch receptors are expressed in the skin, and when all canonical 

Notch  signaling  is  ablated  in  embryonic  epidermis,  proliferaton  is  reduced  and 

diferentaton is impaired (Blanpain et al. 2004). 

If  the  hyperproliferaton  obseried  on  Notch1  ablaton  results  from  alteratons  in 

noncanonical  Notch  signaling  or  as  an  indirect  consequence  of  epidermal  barrier 

defects is stll unclear. Howeier, in the absence of NBP-J, follicle stem cells cannot be 

maintained, confrming multple actons of canonical Notch signaling on epithelial stem 

cells (Blanpain and Fuchs 2006)  (Yamamoto et al. 2003). 

Like Wnt signaling, Notch signaling appears to exert its efects at multple steps along 

lineage  pathways.  For  example,  in  the hair  follicle,  NICD1 is  also  expressed in  the 

matrix cells of both the hair shaf and its channel or inner root sheath (Pan et al. 2004), 

and conditonal  ablaton of  γ-secretase,  or  combined with the loss of  either  Notch 

receptor  genes  or  RBPJ,  results  in  defects  in  sebaceous  gland  deielopment  and 

terminal diferentaton of the inner root sheath and hair shaf (Blanpain, Horsley, and 

Fuchs  2007) (Blanpain  and  Fuchs  2006) (Pan  et  al.  2004) (Vauclair  et  al.  2005) 

(Yamamoto et al. 2003). all these data confrm that Notch is a iery complex signaling 

and has many roles not only in maintaining stem cells but also their lineages. 

Figure 2. Canonical vs Non-canonical Notch signaling. Credit: (Andersen et al. 2012).
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2.3 The Ocular surface

The cornea is the tssue that coiers most of the anterior ocula surface, comprising iris,  

pupil and anterior chamber.  Since transparency is of primary importance, the cornea 

does  not  haie  blood  iessels.  Instead,  oxygen  dissolies  in  tears  and  then  spreads 

throughout  the  cornea  to  keep  it  healthy  (Brennan  2005). Similarly,  nutrients  are 

transported  iia difusion from  the  tear  fluid  through  the  outside  surface  and 

the aqueous humour through the inside surface, and also from neurotrophins supplied 

by  nerie  fbres  that  inneriate  it.  In humans,  the  cornea  has  a  diameter  of  about 

11,5 mm  and  a  thickness  of  0,5–0,6 mm  in  the  center  and  0,6–0,8 mm  at  the 

periphery.  Transparency,  aiascularity,  the  presence  of  immature  resident  immune 

cells,  and immunologic priiilege makes the cornea a iery unique tssue  (Nomer and 

Parsons 1977).

The  human  cornea  borders  with  the sclera iia  the corneal  limbus.  In lampreys,  the 

cornea is solely an extension of the sclera, and is separate from the skin aboie it, but  

in  more  adianced  iertebrates  it  is  always  fused  with  the  skin  to  form  a  single 

structure, albeit one composed of multple layers. In fsh, and aquatc iertebrates in 

general,  the  cornea  plays  no  role  in  focusing  light,  since  it  has  iirtually  the 

same refractie index as water (Nomer and Parsons 1977).

The human cornea has fie layers (possibly six, if the Dua's layer is included)  (Nomer 

and Parsons 1977). Corneas of other primates haie fie known layers. The corneas of 

cats,  dogs,  wolies,  and  other  carniiores  only  haie  four  (Merindano  et  al.  2002) 

(Hayashi, Osawa, and Tohyama 2002). 

From the anterior to posterior the layers of the human cornea area

Corneal  epitheliuma  an  exceedingly  thin  multcellular epithelial tssue  layer  (non-

keratnized  stratfed  squamous  epithelium)  of  fast-growing  and  easily 

regenerated cells,  kept  moist  with tears.  Irregularity  or  edema  of  the  corneal 

epithelium disrupts the smoothness of the air/tear-flm interface, the most signifcant 

component of the total refractie power of the eye, thereby reducing iisual acuity. It is 

contnuous with the conjunctial epithelium, and is composed of about 6 layers of cells  
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which are shed constantly on the exposed layer and are regenerated by multplicaton 

in the basal layer (Nomer and Parsons 1977).

Bowman's layer (also known as the anterior limitng membrane)a when discussed in 

lieu  of  a  subepithelial  basement  membrane,  Bowman's  Layer  is  a  tough  layer 

composed of  collagen (mainly  type I  collagen fbrils), laminin, nidogen, perlecan and 

other HSPGs that protects the corneal stroma. When discussed as a separate entty 

from the subepithelial basement membrane, Bowman's Layer can be described as an 

acellular,  condensed region  of  the  apical  stroma,  composed primarily  of  randomly 

organized yet tghtly woien collagen fbrils. These fbrils interact with and atach onto 

each other.  This  layer is  eight to 14 micrometres (μm) thick (Nomer  and  Parsons  1977) and is 

absent or iery thin in non-primates  (Nomer and Parsons 1977) (Hayashi, Osawa, and 

Tohyama 2002).

Corneal stroma (also substanta propria)a a thick, transparent middle layer, consistng 

of  regularly  arranged  collagen  fbers  along  with  sparsely  distributed 

interconnected keratocytes,  which are the cells for  general  repair and maintenance 

(Nomer and Parsons 1977). They are parallel and are superimposed like book pages. 

The corneal  stroma consists  of  approximately  200 layers  of  mainly  type I  collagen 

fbrils. Each layer is 1,5-2,5  μm. Up to 90% of the corneal thickness is composed of 

stroma  (Nomer and Parsons 1977). There are 2 theories of how transparency in the 

cornea comes abouta (i) The latce arrangements of the collagen fbrils in the stroma. 

The light scater by indiiidual fbrils is cancelled by destructie interference from the 

scatered light  from other  indiiidual  fbrils  (Maurice  1957).  (ii)  The  spacing  of  the 

neighboring collagen fbrils in the stroma must be < 200 nm to maintain transparency 

(Maurice  1957).  Commercially  aiailable  techniques,  such  as  confocal  reflectance 

microscopy or  optcal  coherence tomography  (OCT),  enable  three-dimensional  (3D) 

cell-scale imaging of  cornea.  Howeier,  these techniques lack specifcity or  contrast 

when looking at the collagen organizaton of the corneal stroma. In the last decade, 

new microscopy techniques haie allowed us to take a closer look at the organizaton of 

the  collagen  fbers  composing  the  corneal  stroma.  For  example,  multphoton 

microscopy  and  in  partcular  second  harmonic  generaton  (SHG)  microscopy  is  a 

powerful  tool  to  explore  the  nonlinear  propertes  of  biological  tssues  containing 
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collagen,  as  is  the  partcular  case  of  the  cornea.  Because  of  the  natural 

noncentrosymmetric organizaton with a triple helix complex structure, collagen type I 

generates large SHG signals, allowing the microscopic analysis of the corneal structure 

(Latour et al. 2011). 

Bueno  et  al.,  in  2011  showed  that  the  anterior  corneal  stroma  was  organized  in 

interwoien short bands of collagen randomly distributed. The lamellae at the central 

and posterior stroma were densely packed and ofen presented longer bundles lying 

predominantly parallel to the corneal surface with characteristc spatal distributons 

for  diferent species.  Also  Morishige  et al.,  in 2006, through reconstructon of  SHG 

signals, saw two paterns of lamellar organizatona highly interwoien in the anterior 

stroma  and  orthogonally  arranged  in  the  posterior  stroma.  Unique  to  the  human 

cornea was the presence of transierse, sutural lamellae that inserted into Bowman’s 

layer, suggestng an anchoring functon. 

Descemet's membrane (also posterior limitng membrane)a a thin acellular layer that 

series as the modifed basement membrane of the corneal endothelium, from which 

the cells are deriied. This layer is composed mainly of collagen type IV fbrils, less rigid 

than collagen type I fbrils, and is around 5-20  μm thick, depending on the subject's 

age. Just anterior to Descemet's membare, a iery thin and strong layer, Dua's layer, 15 

microns thick and able to withstand 1.5 to 2 bars of pressure (Harminder S. Dua et al. 

2013).

Corneal  endotheliuma  a  simple squamous or  low cuboidal monolayer,  approx  5  μm 

thick, of mitochondria-rich cells.  These cells are responsible for regulatng fluid and 

solute transport between the aqueous and corneal stromal compartments (Nomer and 

Parsons  1977).  The  corneal  endothelium  is  bathed  by  aqueous  humor,  not 

by blood or lymph,  and  has  a  iery  diferent  origin,  functon,  and  appearance 

from iascular endothelia.) Unlike the corneal epithelium, the cells of the endothelium 

do not regenerate. Instead, they stretch to compensate for dead cells which reduces 

the  oierall  cell  density  of  the  endothelium,  which  afects  fluid  regulaton.  If  the 

endothelium can no longer maintain a proper fluid balance, stromal swelling due to 

excess  fluids  and  subsequent  loss  of  transparency  will  occur  and  this  may  cause 

corneal  edema  and  interference  with  the  transparency  of  the  cornea  and  thus 
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impairing the image formed (Nomer and Parsons 1977). Iris pigment cells deposited on 

the corneal endothelium can sometmes be washed into a distnct iertcal patern by 

the  aqueous  currents.  This  is  known  as Krukenberg's  Spindle  (Nomer  and  Parsons 

1977).

2.4 Limbal epithelial stem cells

They are located in the peripheral porton of the cornea (limbus), in partcular niches 

defned palisades of Vogt. These adult stem cells are able to rapidly diiide and rebuild 

a totally destroyed corneal surface. They are undiferentated unipotent cells, capable 

to giie rise to transient amplifying cells and, then, to diferentated cells of the corneal  

epithelium, periodically replaced with a rapid turnoier. Limbal stem cells actiity can 

be induced both in response to physiological need of renewal and in case of injurious 

insults that require a repair of the ocular surface (Pellegrini et al. 1997) (Pellegrini et al. 

2001) (Di Iorio et al. 2005).

Figure  3.   Graphic  representaton  of  the  ocular  surface  and  corneal  organizaton.  Limbus  
separates corneal and conjunctval epithelium and represents the natural niche of corneal stem  
cells.
Credit: htp://wwwwww.louisvilleeyecenter.com/services/scleral-contact-lenses/
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2.5 Corneal transplantation

In case of seiere damages inioliing its transparency or its morphology (post-traumatc 

or post-inflammatory lesions, edema from endothelial  decompensaton, keratoconus, 

etc.) you can replace the injured tssue with sheets taken from donors (penetratng 

keratoplasty)  (Ferrari et al. 2009). As known, the cornea is normally aiascular so that 

immunological  rejectons  are  rare  and  systemic  immunosuppressiie  therapy  is 

generally not required. In the light of this, the interienton has a high success rate (up  

to 95%) when the tssue to be replaced is not iascularized and the peripheral  ring  

(limbus, where corneal stem cells reside) is in good conditon (keratoconus, corneal 

bullous keratopathy and leucomas) (Ferrari et al. 2009).

2.6 Limbal stem cells defciency

Injury, genetc diseases and alteratons of the limbal stem cell niche microeniironment 

can lead to LSCD (Kadar et al. 2011). Among these, chemical, heat or radiaton burns 

and chronic  inflammatory  conditons  are  the most  common sources  of  damage  to 

LESCs in humans with LSCD (H. Dua 1998). Impaired repair mechanism of the corneal 

epithelial layer through Herpes simplex, neuroparalytc keratts, drug toxicity, contact 

lens  keratopathy  and  diseases  such  aspterygium,  aniridia  and  Steiens  Johnson 

syndrome are also associated to iarying degrees of LSCD in humans  (H. S. Dua et al. 

2000).

When  the  cornea  is  entrely  coiered  with  a  fbro-iascular  tssue,  the  chances  of 

success of a traditonal penetratng keratoplasty are iirtually null and in the past the 

only possible alternatie was the installaton of artfcial keratoprosthesis (Araiena, Yu, 

and  Aldaie  2017) (Ang  et  al.  2017) or  a  complex  surgery  of  osteo-odonto-

keratoprosthesis  (Platner et al. 2017), in which a cylinder of transparent plastc was 

cemented within a tooth fragment taken from the patent and then implanted in place 

of the damaged cornea. 

In  these  eients  of  total  disrupton  of  the  cornea,  a  complete  replacement  of  the 

injured tssue has  also been tried, using  a sheet of  larger diameter (12 mm sclero-

corneal  graf).  Nesults,  howeier,  were  unsatsfactory  for  the  high  incidence  of 
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complicatons, most notably the rejecton of the transplanted tssue. The frequency of 

this  complicaton  is  directly  proportonal  to  the  size  of  the sheet,  because  of  the 

iessels present in the outer corneal ring (Salialaio et al. 2003).

A rejecton is actually rare in the current transplant techniques, because the corneal  

graf is usually performed  through a "buton" of tssue (diameter 8-8,5 mm), defned 

corneal lentcule (Salialaio et al. 2003), lacking blood iessels and barely immunogenic.

2.7 Consequences of limbal stem cells defciency

Pathological conditons associated with a limbal defciency promote the propagaton 

and  migraton  of  the  conjunctial  epithelium (the  only  source  of  epithelial  repair) 

resultng  in  iniasion  and  causing  seiere  impairment  of  the  corneal  surface.  The 

conjunctial pannus that is formed also iniolies neoiascularizaton and inflammaton, 

leading to clouding and subsequent weakening or loss of iision (H. S. Dua et al. 2000). 

Pain and photophobia are clinical consequences related to the loss of limbal stem cells, 

and these conditons, if untreated, can lead to chronic pain with persistent epithelial 

defects and high risk of bacterial keratts, corneal perforaton and blindness (H. S. Dua 

et al. 2000). A wide iariety of chemical and toxic agents can cause extensiie damage 

to the surface structures  of  the eye followed by alteratons  in the deeper  stromal 

tssue.

2.8 Corneal lenticules

Untl  a  few  years  ago,  a  full-thickness  corneal  transplantaton  (keratoplasty)  was 

mainly  carried  out,  including  all  the  layers  of  the  corneaa  epithelium,  stroma  and 

endothelium. The anterior lamellar grafs were known but litle practced. In this type 

of transplant, the cornea was horizontally seiered, replacing only the most anterior 

damaged part, (epithelium and anterior stroma). Howeier, the surfaces obtained with 

these methods were extremely irregular  and seierely inialidated the iisual  results. 

The introducton of new technologies (excimer laser  and microkeratome) able to get 

regular surfaces allowed the lamellar keratoplasty to be the electie indicaton in most 

of the cases. This is currently the procedure that proiides the best results in terms of 

iisual  recoiery  and  reduced  incidence  of  complicatons,  since  the  transplant  is 
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performed obtaining a sheet of small size (corneal lentcule), with adequate thickness 

(300-350 microns) and diameter 8-8,5 mm. The lentcules can be prepared "fresh" or 

dehydrated in silica gel (Salialaio et al. 2003).

2.9 Cell  therapy and reconstruction of corneal epithelium and clinical 

application of autologous cultured corneal epithelial grafs

When the disease afects the functon of the corneal epithelium, including stem cells, 

corneal transplantaton must be preceded by a graf of autologous stem cells, from the 

contralateral healthy eye, amplifed in vitro in order to obtain a sufcient amount to 

repopulate  the  limbus  and  guarantee  the  contnuous  self-renewal  of  the  corneal 

surface. The identfcaton of epithelial stem cells and the ability to amplify them  in  

vitro, generatng autologous epithelial sheets, opened a new horizon in regeneratie 

medicine and represents a concrete step forward in the treatment of  certain hardly 

treatable eye disorders up to a few years ago  (Pellegrini et al. 2001) (Di Iorio et al. 

2005). 

The team for research and clinical producton of the Eye Bank Foundaton of  Veneto 

has shown that is possible, from a small limbal biopsy (1 mm2), to get cultured corneal 

epithelia, transferring limbal stem cells onto a fbrin matrix (Pellegrini et al. 1997) (Di 

Iorio et al. 2010). The fbrin-cultured epithelial sheet can, then, be transplanted onto 

the eye of  the patent obtaining a correcton of corneal impairment in oier 70% of 

cases, allowing recoiery of the iisual acuity when the damage is limited to the corneal 

epithelium. 

A ialid alternatie to LESCs are autologous OMESCs that may be used to reconstruct 

corneal surfaces and restore iision in patents with bilateral ocular surface (Nishida et 

al. 2004). In this work Nishida et al showed how during a mean follow-up period of 14 

months, all corneal surfaces coiered with OMESCs sheets remained transparent and 

there were no complicatons. Another partcular circumstance concerns all the damage 

that extends eien in the deeper stroma. the actual gold standard for the treatment of 

these lesions is a double surgery with a frst applicaton of fbrin cultured ESCs and 

then a penetratng keratoplasty for the replacement of the damaged stroma. With the 

second interienton most of stem cells preiiously transplanted that reside in the basal 
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layer  of  the  entre  corneal  surface  are  remoied,  thus  jeopardizing  the  transplant 

outcome.  In  the  light  of  this,  my  group,  in  2009,  proposed  the  use  of  Human 

Keratoplasty Lentcules (HKLs) as a suitable scafold for the cell terapy of LSCD (Barbaro 

et al. 2009). If plated on them, corneal epithelial stem cells were shown to proliferate, 

express diferentaton markers, and bind to the underlying stroma with no alteratons 

in clonogenic potental .  HKLs haie some adiantages oier currently used scafolds, 

such as the possibility to allow cell growth with no feeder layers, to be freeze dried, 

and to preserie the integrity and iiability of stromal keratocytes. The deielopment of 

a  tssue-engineered  “hemicornea”o  might  ofer  new  therapeutc  perspecties  to 

patents afected by total limbal stem cell defciency with stromal scarring (Barbaro et 

al. 2009). 

Figure  4. model  of  the  ex  vivo  cell  therapy  approach  for  corneal  reconstructon  in  LSCD  
patents. 
Abbreviatons: OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial stem cells; LESCs, limbal epithelia stem cells;  
LSCD, limbal stem cells defciency.
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2.10 The EEC Syndrome

The  Ectrodactyly-Ectodermal  dysplasia-Clefing  (EEC)  syndrome (MIM#604292)  is  a 

rare  autosomal  dominantly  inherited  disease  characterized  by  mult-organ 

dysfunctons  including  ectrodactyly  (split-hand-foot  malformaton),  ectodermal 

dysplasia,  facial  clefing  (mostly  in  the form of  clef lip  and palate)  and urogenital  

abnormalites in 13 out of 25 cases (Nardi et al., 1992; Noelfsema and Cobben, 1996). It 

afects the skin, nails, hair, teeth, sweat glands and the ocular ectodermal deriiaties. 

Hypohidrosis is iariable, the hair is sparse, fair and dry and eyebrows and lashes are 

ofen absent. The teeth are small and may be partally formed, and hypodonta and 

anodonta occur. The nails are thin, britle and ridged, and tear duct abnormalites are 

common. Deielopmental abnormalites of the meibomian glands and lacrimal glands 

are present at birth. 

While in childhood clefing and hand deformites are the main clinical features, during 

early  adulthood  ocular  problems  become  the  predominant  clinical  aspect  of  EEC 

syndrome  (Käsmann  and  Nuprecht,  1997).  Patents  ofen  show  ocular  surface 

alteratons such as recurrent blepharits and conjunctiits, superfcial microlesions of 

the cornea, spontaneous corneal perforaton and ulceraton, defectie regeneraton 

and poor reepithelializaton following trauma or penetratng keratoplasty (PK). They 

are characterized by dense iascularized corneal pannus, leading to progressiie corneal 

clouding and eientually seiere iisual impairment (Willoughby et al. 2005). 

Alteratons leading to these symptoms area (1) the atresia of the lacrimal duct system 

and the absence of meibomian glands causing tear flm instability and (2) the epithelial  

defects of the cornea caused by mutatons in the p63 gene. While tear flm instability 

and  dry  eye  symptoms  can  be  oiercome  with  tear  supplements,  despite  all  the 

knowledge  accumulated  no  curatie  treatments  are  currently  aiailable  for  the 

epithelial defects; current ones are only palliatie. 
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Figure 5. EEC phenotype of a newwborn patent.

2.11 The genetic cause of the disease

The EEC syndrome is caused by mutatons in the p63 gene, an important transcripton 

factor  during  embryogenesis  (it  ensures  the  normal  deielopment  of  orofacial 

ectoderma and limbs) and for stem cell diferentaton in stratfed epithelia. Mutatons 

in  the  p63  gene  can  cause  at  least  6  diferent  syndromesa  split-hand/split-foot 

malformaton  (SHFM),  ectrodactyly-ectodermal  dysplasia  and  clef lip/palate  (EEC)  

syndrome, ankyloblepharon-ectodermal defects-clef lip/palate (AEC) syndrome, limb 

mammary  syndrome  (LMS),  acro-dermato-ungual-lacrimal-tooth  (ADULT)  syndrome 

and Napp-Hodgkin syndrome (NHS). The rare combinaton of ectrodactyly (lobster-claw 

deformity),  ectodermal  dysplasia  and  clef lip  with  or  without  clef palate  has  

historically been described as EEC syndrome. The EEC syndrome is mainly caused by 

point  mutatons  in  the DNA binding  domain of  the p63 gene.  Thirty-four  diferent 

mutatons  haie  so  far  been  reported,  and  at  least  20  diferent  amino  acids  are 

iniolied. Only 2 mutatons are outside the DNA binding domaina one inserton (1572 

InsA) and one point mutaton (L563P) in the Sterile α-Motf (SAM) domain (Celli et al., 

1999; Ninne et al.,  2007).  Fiie frequently mutated amino acids (N204,  N227,  N279, 

N280 and N304) were found in the EEC populaton, all located in the CpG islands (Ninne 

et al., 2007; Hamada et al., 2002). These 5 mutatons account for almost 90% of all the  

EEC  syndrome  patents  (Ninne  et  al.,  2007;  ian  Bokhoien  and  Brunner,  2002). 

Mutatons found in  the  p63  gene  of  EEC  patents  appear  therefore  to  impair  p63 

protein  binding  to  DNA  (Celli  et  al.,  1999).  Eien  if  EEC  mutatons  haie  dominant 
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negatie efects, recent genotype-phenotype analyses for the fie hot-spot mutatons 

reiealed signifcant diferences between the corresponding phenotypes. For instance 

while clef lip/palate is present in the N304 mutated populaton (80%), N227 patents  

seldom haie clef lip/palate. Syndactyly is completely absent in the N227 populaton,  

while  30−60% of  the other  hot-spot  mutaton  populaton haie  syndactyly.  Genito-

urinary  defects  are  frequently  obseried  in  N227  patents  (40%),  but  less  in  other 

patents (Ninne et al., 2007). It thus seems that these hot-spot mutatons might exert 

specifc modifying efects as, for example, on promoters for p63 transcriptonal target 

genes.  All  patents  with  N304Q,  N279H,  N279S,  N311G,  H208N,  N280C,  S272N  and 

N311G  show  serious  ocular  problems  and  progressiie  loss  of  iisual  capacity 

(Willoughby et al.,  2005). Most of cases are sporadic, related to de noio mutatons 

arising during early-stage deielopment. Familial cases show an autosomic dominant 

inheritance  with  iariable  penetrance.  The  incidence  and  preialence  of  the  EEC 

syndrome in the Italian and European populatons are unknown. Males and females 

are equally afected.

2.12 p63 gene 

p63 gene, a member of p53 superfamily, is located at 3q27-29. p63 encoded proteins  

with two diferent N-termini (TA and ΔN) and three diferent C termini (α, β and γ); so 

there are 6 isoforms, depending on specifc alternatie promoter usage and alternatie 

splicing (Augustn et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1998). 

Structure. p63 comprises up to fie types of domains, depending on the isoform, and 

may contain transactiaton (TA), DNA Binding (DBD), oligomerizaton (OD), C-terminal 

sterile  α-motf (SAM),  and/or  C-terminal  transcripton inhibitory  (ID)  domains (Moll 

and Slade, 2004). 

The DNA binding domains of p63 and p53 share oier 60% identcal primary aminoacid 

sequences, and they share 25% identty in TA domain. Some p53 target genes including 

Bax, MDM2 and p21 can be transactiated by TAp63 isoforms (Jost et al., 1997; Yang et 

al.,  2002). The N-terminus may consist of a TA domain or a truncated iersion (ΔN) 

lacking  the  acidic  TA  domain,  which  is  deriied  from  an  alternatie  promoter  and 

initaton codon in intron 3 (Yang et al., 1998). Without the transactiaton actiity, ΔN 
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isoforms work in a dominant-negatie manner, inhibitng TAp63 and other p53 family 

members. The C-termini  of both TAp63 and  ΔNp63 may be alternatiely spliced to 

yield isoforms  α,  β and  γ. TAp63α and  ΔNp63α contain a protein-protein interacton 

SAM domain and a trans-inhibitory domain, resultng from the masking of N-terminal 

TA domain residues. (Mangiulli et al., 2009). p63 binds to DNA as either a homo- or  

heterotetramer,  with  isoform  compositon  of  the  tetramer  possibly  determining 

transactiaton actiity.  p63 may also form mixed dimers or  tetramers with p73 at  

relatiely  higher afnity than with p53,  suggestng functonal  cross talk  to regulate 

transcriptonal actiity (Daiison et al., 1999; Natan and Joerger, 2012). p63 appears to 

form a  dimer  of  dimers,  with monomers  consistng of  a  β-strand followed by two 

helices  (H1  and H2)  that  adopt  a  Z-shaped double-hairpin  conformaton  with litle 

intramolecular contact between structural elements.

Monomers  dimerize  iia  intermolecular  antparallel  β-sheet  interactons  and 

antparallel packing of the H1 helices, with important hydrophobic contacts made by 

key  leucine,  ialine,  tyrosine,  methionine,  and  isoleucine  residues.  Tetramers  are 

formed by hydrophobic H1-H1 interactons and H2-mediated contact where the H2 

helices from the primary dimer clasps the adjacent dimer, packing the tetramer in an 

orthogonal fashion iia H1 helices arrangement (Natan and Joerger, 2012). Analysis of 

the DBD of p63 shows higher similarity to that of p73 than p53, and appears to bind a 

10 bp DNA sequence containing a "CATG" motf with A/T-rich flanking regions (Chen et 

al., 2011). 

Expression. p63 is expressed in the surface ectoderm (in embryonic stem cells) during 

embryogenesis  and  in  adult  tssues  it  is  restricted  to  the  epithelial  stem  cells. 

Immunohistochemistry of p63 ofen shows strong nuclear-localized staining in basal 

epithelial cells. Additonally, TA and ΔN isoforms appear to be diferentally expressed 

in partcular  tssue types.  TAp63 iariants  are preialent in the heart,  tests,  kidney, 

thymus, brain, and cerebellum.  ΔNp63 transcripts are detected heaiily in epithelial 

cells, kidney, spleen, cornea and thymus, but not in the heart, liier, tests, or brain 

(Yang et al., 1998; Dötsch et al., 2010). 

Function. p63 acts as a motf-specifc transcriptonal actiator or repressor, depending 

on the presence of TA or ID domains in the specifc p63 isoform (Yang et al., 1998). It 
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plays a critcal role in the maintenance of progenitor-cell populatons that encourage 

epithelial deielopment and morphogenesis (Nomano et al., 2009), and it is the gene 

with the most striking efects on the deielopment of stratfed epithelia (Yang et al.,  

1998; Mills et al,. 1999; Yang et al., 1999; Koster et al., 2004). Ablaton of the p63 gene  

in mice results in the absence of these epithelia (Mills et al., 1999; Yang et al., 1999). In 

partcular, p63−/− mice show major defects in limb and craniofacial deielopment, as 

well as a striking absence of stratfed epithelia.

This could be explained either by the inability of p63−/− ectoderm to deielop into 

epithelial lineages (Mills et al., 1999) or by the lack of stem cell features necessary to  

sustain  epithelial  morphogenesis  and  renewal  (Yang  et  al.,  1999).  In  humans, 

mutatons  of  the  p63  gene  cause  disorders  of  the  epithelia  and  of  nonepithelial 

structures whose deielopment depends on the epithelial functons (Celli et al., 1999). 

ΔNp63, once thought to serie as a dominant negatie regulator due to its lack of a full  

TA domain, has recently been implicated in transcriptonally actiatng and repressing 

target genes such as keratn 5 and keratn 14 to dictate early epithelial deielopment 

and determine keratnocyte cell fate and lineage choices (Yang et al., 1998; Nomano et 

al., 2009).  ΔNp63 sustains the keratnocyte proliferatie potental (Parsa et al., 1999) 

that is characteristc of stem cells. Yet, the expression of p63 by the majority of basal 

cells  and by  suprabasal  cells,  as  assessed by the  4A4  antbody  recognizing  all  p63 

isoforms,  has  been considered too broad to be stem cell  specifc (Sun and Laiker, 

2004;  Kaur  et  al.,  2004).  p53 tumor suppressor  gene propertes is  due to its  DNA 

binding  and transactiaton of  target  genes which specify  cell  cycle  and apoptosis. 

TAp63 protein, when oier-expressed in human cells, also binds to p53 target gene, and 

induces cell cycle arrest, diferentaton and apoptosis in a p53-like manner. (Jacobs et 

al.,  2005; Mills, 2006).  ΔNp63 isoforms, unlike TAp63 isoforms which acts as tumor 

suppressors, act as oncogenes (Lee et al., 2006). 

2.13 p63 expression in the cornea 

Keratnocyte  stem  cells  goiern  the  renewal  of  squamous  epithelia  by  generatng 

transient amplifying cells (TA cells) that terminally diferentate afer a limited number 

of cell diiisions (Wat, 2001; Fuchs and Naghaian, 2002; Gambardella and Barrandon,  
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2003; Poten,  2004).  Corneal  stem cells  (keratnocytes) are segregated in the basal 

layer of the limbus, which is the zone encircling the cornea and separatng it from the 

bulbar conjunctia. The limbus contains radially-oriented fbroiascular ridges known as 

the  palisades  of  Vogt.  TA  cells  that  migrate  from  the  limbus  form  the  corneal  

epithelium (Sun and Laiker, 2004).

Clonal analysis of limbal epithelial cells show diferent types of cells, such asa 

a. holoclonesa putatie stem cells with a diameter of 6-10μm. These cells haie a 

high proliferatng capability with ≤ 5% aborted colonies and ≥ 100 cell doublings; 

b. meroclonesa young transient amplifying cells with intermediate proliferatng 

capacity  haiing  a  diameter  of  10-18  μm.  These  cells  usually  haie  5-95%  aborted 

colonies; 

c. paraclonesa terminally diferentated cells with 15-20 cell doublings and iery 

low proliferatie capability. These cells are 18-36 μm long in diameter. 

Human keratnocyte stem and TA cells, when isolated in culture, generate holoclones 

and  meroclones,  respectiely  (Barrandon  and  Green,  1987;  Nochat  et  al.,  1994; 

Pellegrini et al., 1999).

That the limbus is the site of stem cell precursors of the corneal epithelium is clear for 

seieral reasonsa 

(1)  the  basal  layer  of  the  limbus  lacks  keratn  3  (a  marker  for  corneal 

diferentaton),  whereas  limbal  suprabasal  layers  and  all  layers  of  the  corneal 

epithelium express keratn 3 (Schermer et al., 1986); 

(2)  the limbus contains slow-cycling cells and holoclone-forming cells,  but the 

corneal epithelium does not (Pellegrini et al., 1999; Cotsarelis et al., 1989); 

(3) the corneal epithelial cells are not self-sustaining; they diiide only a few tmes 

during their migraton from the limbus to the central cornea (Lehrer et al., 1998); 

(4)  restoraton  of  destroyed  limbal/corneal  epithelium  requires  limbal 

transplantaton  (Kenyon  and  Tseng,  1989)  or  grafs  of  autologous  limbal  cultures 

(Pellegrini et al., 1997; Tsai et al., 2000; Nama et al.2001). 
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Depending on the conditons, limbal and corneal keratnocytes may contain all three 

ΔN isoforms. In the uninjured surface of the eye, ΔNp63α is present in the limbus but 

absent from the corneal epithelium. ΔNp63β and ΔNp63γ appear upon wounding and 

correlate with limbal cell  migraton and corneal regeneraton and diferentaton (Di 

Iorio et al., 2005).

The fnding that p63 is specifcally expressed by stem cells of human epidermis and 

limbal  epithelium strongly  suggests  that  the  phenotype  of  p63−/−  mice  should  be 

ascribed to  a  failure  to  maintain  stem cells  rather  than  to  the inability  of  p63−/−  

ectoderms  to  form  epithelial  lineages  during  deielopment.  p63  is  essental  for 

regeneratie proliferaton in epithelial deielopment, distnguishes human keratnocyte 

stem  cells  from  their  TA  progeny,  is  expressed  by  the  basal  cells  of  the  limbal 

epithelium  (but  not  by  TA  cells  coiering  the  corneal  surface),  and  is  abundantly 

expressed  by  epidermal  and  limbal  holoclones,  but  undetectable  in  paraclones 

(Pellegrini et al., 2001; Nylander et al., 2002, Thurfell et al., 2004, Di Iorio et al., 2005).  

In  human  corneal  epithelia,  ΔNp63α is  the  major  p63  isoform expressed  and it  is 

necessary for the maintenance of the proliferatie potental of limbal stem cells and 

essental  for  regeneratie proliferaton in  the ocular  surface (Di  Iorio  et  al.,  2005).  

Limbal-corneal  keratnocytes  express  not  only  ΔNp63α but  also  the  ΔNp63β and 

ΔNp63γ isoforms. Howeier,  while  expression of  ΔNp63α is  restricted to the limbal 

stem cell compartment, the expression of ΔNp63β and ΔNp63γ correlates with limbal 

cell migraton, corneal wound healing and corneal diferentaton (Di Iorio et al., 2005; 

Di Iorio et al., 2006).  ΔNp63α is expressed in a small amount of undiferentated and 

small  cells  (stem  cells).  The  percentage  of  these  cells  in  primary  cultures  ranges 

between 3% and 8% and decreases progressiiely both during clonal coniersion (the 

transiton from holoclones to meroclones and paraclones) and serial propagaton of 

stem cell in iitro (life-span).

2.14 Animal models of Limbal Stem Cells Defciency (LSCD)

We can identfy two main categories of LSCD modelsa  animals with induced ocular 

surface damage and LSCD animal patents. In the frst case, lesions to the cornea and 

the loss of stem cells reserioir are induced by the applicaton of alkaline substances,  
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such as NaOH (Tananuiat et al, 2016) and Benzalkonium Chloride (Lin et al, 2016), of  

n-Heptanol (Pang et al, 2016) or through total limbal peritomy (Xu et al, 2012; Selier et  

al 2016).

Negarding LSCD animal patents, recent studies in ieterinary haie shown that in many 

animal species there is a corneal tssue organizaton like the human one, with stem 

cells  segregated  in  the  outer  ring  of  the  epithelium  (Limbus),  and  there  are  also 

pathologies related to the loss of corneal stem cells pool comparable to LSCD (Nam et 

al, 2015; Sancak et al, 2014). 

Seieral  corneal diseases in small animals lead to iascularizaton, conjunctializaton 

and/or pigmentaton of the corneal surface.  Yet,  despite a wealth of knowledge of 

conditons  potentally  associated  with  LSCD  in  domestcated  animal  species,  and 

despite  decades  of  scientfc  papers  and  textbooks  dedicated  to  ieterinary 

ophthalmology, LSCD is not commonly reported or discussed in the existng literature. 

(Nam et al, 2015; Sancak et al, 2014).

Corneal  changes  typically  seen  in  LSCD  include  corneal  conjunctializaton  with 

iascularizaton, fbrosis and inflammatory infltrate, and they giie the cornea a dull, 

opaque and irregular appearance. (Dua et al, 2003; O’Callaghan et al, 2011).  Similarly 

to humans with LSCD, there are corneal conditons in animals in which corneal disease 

is strongly suspected to result in LSCD, such as with canine herpes iirus-1 keratts 

(Ledbeter et al 2013). Chemical damage to the cornea in dogs can lead to corneal 

changes that also share many similarites with LSCD in humans. Another disease that 

shares such similarites is symblepharon in cats caused by Feline Herpes Virus-1 and for 

which there is currently no treatment. Furthermore, it is possible that chronic irritaton 

and/or  immune  mediated  conditons  such  as  canine  keratoconjunctiits  sicca, 

lymphocytc–plasmacytc keratts (aka chronic superfcial keratts or corneal pannus) 

and pigmentary keratts (aka Pigmentary keratopathy) might deielop into, or in part 

be caused by LSCD. Last but not least, naturally occurring aniridia has been described 

in a breed of dog, although it is considered a iery rare disease, and it is not known  

whether or not the corneas of these dogs might be afected by LSCD as they are in 

humans with aniridia (Hunter et al 2007). 
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Necently, a dog with possible LSCD and conjunctializaton of the cornea caused by 

Canine Herpes Virus-1 suggested a diagnosis of neurotrophic keratts (Ledbeter et al 

2013). Interestngly, the authors postulated based on the studies of others (Caianagh 

et  al  1989;  Ueno et  al  2012),  a  potental  negatie  efect  of  corneal  sensory nerie 

depleton on the LESC leading to or aggraiatng the LSCD. This resonated with the 

fndings in the recent study describing the presence of telocytes in stem cell niches of 

mice  that  also  contained nerie  endings  (Luesma et  al,  2013)  and  the  well-known 

relatonship  between  corneal  epithelial  health  and  a  healthy  corneal  nerie  supply 

(Yamada et al 2005). The dog cornea has approximately 10 corneal nerie trunks and 

the  cat  cornea  approximately  (Chang-Ling  1989;  Barret et  al,  1991).  Although  

generally speaking this makes the cat cornea more sensitie to that of dogs, sensitiity 

also  depends  on  the  shape  of  the  skull.  There  are  three  basic  skull  shapes,  

dolicocephalics (long skulled dogs such as rough collies), mesatcephalic (medium sized 

skulled  dogs  and  cats,  such  as  Labradors  and  domestc  short  haired  cats)  and 

brachycephalic  (short  sized skull  dogs and cats,  such as Bulldogs and Persian cats).  

Brachycephalic dogs and cats haie the lowest number of corneal nerie trunks and thus 

lower  corneal  sensitiity  than the rest  of  the skull  shapes (Blocker  et  al  2001).  As 

mentoned  earlier,  indirect  pathologic  eients  that  produce  an  abnormal 

microeniironment for LESCs are known to play a role in LSCD. Pathological eients in 

the  limbal  stroma  through  exposure  to  sulfur  mustard  were  postulated  to  cause 

delayed LESC death in rabbits through such a pathway (Kadar et al, 2011). It is possible 

that some of the spontaneous, seiere, medial corneal pigment proliferaton seen with 

Pigmentary  Keratts  in  Pugs,  which  is  frequently  accompanied  by  marked  medial  

canthal  entropion,  could  be  worsened  in  part  by  a  comparatiely  poor  corneal 

sensaton,  and/or  the  efect  of  corneal  nerie  amount  on  the  health  on  the  LESC 

microeniironment. There is eiidence to support the role of UVB induced damage to 

LESC niches in mice resultng in LSCD (Das et al, 2013). Once resolied, lymphocytc–

plasmacytc infltrate of the cornea in dogs (a.k.a. chronic superfcial keratts) can lead 

to  chronic  corneal  scarring  with  long  lastng  pigmentaton  in  breeds  with  heaiily 

pigmented limbus, like German shepherds Interestngly, this conditon is worsened by 

the efect of solar radiaton although the use of UV-blocking contact lenses did not 

appear to haie an efect on the progression of the disease in one study (Denk et al 
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2011). Dogs wore the lenses for approximately six months, the geographic locaton 

where the study took place (Munich, Germany) has median solar UV radiaton that is 

predictably lower than in warmer lattudes or higher alttudes. A similar study in a 

locaton with a higher solar UV radiaton might haie led to diferent results. There are 

genetc factors that regulate LESC proliferaton in the boiine cornea (Sun et al, 2006) 

and  many  cytokines  that  afect  corneal  wound  healing  and  originate  in  the  fluids 

bathing the cornea (Welge et al, 2001) as well as corneal keratocytes (West-Mays et al, 

2006) and corneal epithelial cells (Nolando et al 2001). More recently, nerie growth 

factor was described as an essental support for stem cell renewal and, importantly, as 

a probable growth factor with critcal  regulatory functons in the LESC niche of the 

human limbus (Qi et al 2008).These fndings haie started to shed some light on the 

potental auto-regulatory roles of LESCs. 

In the last decade, seieral tssue engineering approaches was deieloped to replace the 

gold standard fbrin matrix. Of these, many are scafolds that haie been tested on 

animal models in order to eialuate the in vivo manteinance of reconstructed epithelia.

In recent years, numerous papers on this subject haie been published. To date, the 

most  commonly  used  method,  alternatie  to  fbrin  matrix,  is  the  use  of  denuded 

amniotc membrane as a scafold. For example, Bin et al in 2012  tested the biological  

functons of tssue-engineered human corneal epithelia reconstructed with LESCs and 

denuded amniotc membrane by transplantaton in limbal stem cell defciency (LSCD) 

rabbit  models.  They  showed  that  this  treatment  could  reconstruct  a  multlayered 

corneal  epithelium  with  normal  functons  in  restoring  corneal  transparency  and 

thickness  of  LSCD  rabbits  afer  transplantaton.  Similarly,  Pang  et  al  were  able  to 

transplant  post-primary  explant  outgrowths  that  retained  the  capacity  for  LSCD 

recoiery found in primary explants. Finally, Selier et al and Tananuiat et al in 2016, 

applied the same procedure using both LESCs and OMESCs and obtaining well-layered 

and  transparent  epithelial  sheets  that  were  maintained  in  vivo  on  rabbits  ocular 

surface.
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3 Aim

Limbal stem cells defciency (LSCD) is characterized by conjunctial epithelial ingrowth,  

neoiascularizaton, recurrent corneal erosion and persistent ulcers, as well as corneal  

scarring and ultmately leads to iisual impairment and blindness. When the cornea is 

entrely coiered with a fbro-iascular tssue, the chances of success of a traditonal  

penetratng keratoplasty are iirtually absent, due to the lack of epithelial stem cells  

responsible of maintainance and renewal of the transplanted tssue. 

We aimed to identfy new approaches for the treatment of this pathology, thus my 

work focused on three main issuesa

 In order to beter understand the potentality of epithelial  stem cells in this 

work primary cultures deriied from four diferent tssuesa limbus, oral mucosa, 

conjunctia and skin were analyzed.  To beter iniestgate  the exhauston of 

clonogenic potental and the self-renewal of epithelial stem cells we added to 

the suriey p63-defectie oral mucosa primary cell  lines obtained from three 

patents afected by EEC syndrome, already known to cause an acceleraton in 

epithelial aging (Barbaro et al, 2016).  Once characterized the in vitro aging of 

the  primary  cultures  obtained  from  these  epithelia a  possible  approach  to 

exploit the potentality of somatc stem cells was to try to delay this aging and,  

giien the key role of Notch in mediatng the diferentaton of adult epithelial  

stem  cells,  we  decided  to  act  on  this  pathway.  We  performed  the 

administraton of DAPT, a -secretase inhibitor, with the aim to inhibit or slow 

down diferentaton  processes  in  epithelial  stem cell  cultures  deriied  from 

Holoclones, Meroclones and Paraclones of H-LESCs. 

 My  research  group  was  also  able  to  identfy  a  unique  homozygous-

heterozygous mosaicism of EEC Syndrome, demonstratng that epithelial stem 

cells haie an intrinsic potental for regeneratie medicine that can be exploited 

with a deeper characterizaton. Our ultmate goal is to reconstruct the ocular 

surface of this patent and demonstrate a proof-of-principle approach, based 

only on stem cell strategy, that allows us to bypass gene therapy approaches.
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 Transplantaton  of  autologous  limbal  epithelial  stem  cells  (LESCs)  or  oral 

mucosa epithelial stem cells (OMESCs) cultured on fbrin glue has shown to be, 

currently, the most adianced approach for surgical treatment of seiere corneal 

opacity, such as, unilateral or bilateral LSCD, respectiely. Fibrin gels don’t alter 

the proliferatie potental/stemness and don’t induce clonal iariatons and loss 

of  stem cells  (Nama et al.  2001).  It  acts  as  an inert  material,  with the only 

functon of carrier to allow the transfer of stem cells from the culture dish to 

the eye of the patent, and, then, to be naturally and completely absorbed afer 

a  few  days.  Fibrin  is  not,  howeier,  a  scafold  that  can  repair  or  replace 

damaged corneal stroma. In additon, cell proliferaton can lead to thinning of 

the fbrin layer,  making the sheet difcult to manipulate during the surgical 

applicaton. The fbrin gel is not a porous material and any blood accumulaton 

below the  graf may  lead  to  an  impaired  reabsorpton  of  the  scafold  and,  

therefore, to a higher probability of failure. Finally, this matrix is not able to 

maintain the stem cells culture without the use of  murine feeder layers with 

the  efects  related  to  the  use  of  components  of  animal  origin.  Thus,  we 

characterized  a  tssue  engineered  product  obtained  expanding  LESCs  or 

OMESCs in vitro on stromal scafolds (human keratoplasty lentcules). HKLs are 

a system that appear to be a partcularly atractie, animal-free (feeder-free) 

and  full-thickness  scafolds  for  corneal/oral  mucosa  stem  cells  and  stromal 

reconstructon. This applies  to patents with moderate or seiere depleton of 

limbal cells associated to impairment of stromal tssue, as a result of chemical,  

thermal  or  infectie  damage  and  without  existng  therapeutc  alternaties 

(penetratng or lamellar keratoplasty). The use of HKLs could also proiide an 

interestng  organotypic  culture  system  for  eialuaton  of  the  growth, 

proliferaton,  and  diferentaton  processes  of  corneal  stem  cells  and  the 

deielopment  of  new  pharmaceutcal  drugs  (e.g.,  eye  drops,  medicinal 

products), as they might represent a ialid in vitro-based alternatie method for 

assessing toxicity and safety. The fnal aim of the present study is to moie to 

the use of these scafolds in vivo (animal models), as an essental step for the 

achieiement of clinical applicatons.
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4 Methods 

4.1 Cell cultures 

Human  and  Canine  keratnocytes  were  obtained  from  ocular  biopsies  taken  from 

whole eye cadaier donors. Biopsies were minced and trypsinized (0,05% trypsin/0,01% 

EDTA;  Gibco®)  at  37°C  for  2  hours.  Once  isolated,  cells  were  plated  onto  lethally 

irradiated 3T3-J2 cells (2.4×104/cm2) and cultured in 5% CO2, using a mixture of DMEM 

and Ham’s F12 media (2a1; Gibco®) containing Fetal Calf Serum (FCS 10%; Euroclone, 

Milan, Italy),  penicillin-streptomycin (1%;  Gibco®),  glutamine (2%; Euroclone,  Milan, 

Italy), insulin (5 μg/ml; Euroclone, Milan, Italy), adenine (0,18 mM; Euroclone, Milan, 

Italy),  hydrocortsone  (0,4  μg/ml;  Euroclone,  Milan,  Italy),  cholera  toxin  (0,1  nM; 

Euroclone,  Milan,  Italy),  triiodothyronine  (2  nM;  Euroclone,  Milan,  Italy),  and 

epidermal  growth  factor  (10  ng/ml;  Euroclone,  Milan,  Italy).  Subconfluent  primary 

cultures  were  passaged  and  serially  propagated  untl  exhauston.  In  DAPT-treated 

primary cell lines the same medium was used with DAPT (20M; Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, 

Italy) in additon. 

4.2 Colony Forming Efciency (CFE) assay

1000 cells for each passage were plated in 100-mm dishes, cultured at low density for 

12 days and stained with Crystal Violet (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). Colony-Forming-

Efciency (CFE) assays (number of colonies generated by seeded cells) and eialuaton 

of the number of clonogenic cells were used to assess the presence of epithelial stem 

cells.

4.3 Human keratoplasty lenticules and preparation of hemicorneas  in  

vitro  

Corneoscleral rims were preseried at 4°C and used within 1–2 days from their excision. 

Each specimen was frmly placed in an artfcial chamber and the epithelium manually 

remoied afer bathing the surface of the cornea with an isotonic soluton containing 5 

mg/ml  of  trypsin  and  2  mg/ml  of  EDTA  (Sigma-Aldrich,  Milan,  Italy).  HKLs  were 
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obtained by microkeratome resecton of epithelium-free corneas. Limbal keratnocytes 

were  plated  onto  HKLs  at  a  concentraton  of  5×104  cells/cm2.  Hemicorneas  were 

cultured under submerged conditons for 7 days and air lifed for 14 further days. 

4.4 Histology 

Hemicorneas were fxed in 4% paraformaldehyde oiernight at 4°C (PFA; Sigma-Aldrich, 

Milan, Italy), embedded in Optmal Cutng Temperature (OCT; Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, 

Italy) compound, frozen, and cryostat sectoned (5-7 μm). 

4.5 Impression Cytology (IC)

To  perform  the  impression  cytology  (IC)  (Barbaro  et  al.  2010),  subjects  were 

anaesthetzed topically  before  a sterile  membrane (Millicell  CM 0,4  mm, Millipore, 

Bedford,  MA)  was  gently  pressed  onto  the  ocular  surfaces  for  a  few  seconds.  To 

increase the number of  cells  collected,  the ocular  surface was slightly  dried up by 

keeping the eye open before sampling. With this procedure, approximately 50-70% of 

the  epithelial  cells  of  the  ocular  surface  were  collected  onto  the  membranes. 

Membranes were labeled to match the presence of specifc markers with the sector of 

the  ocular  surface  analyzed.  Cells  were  fxed  with  Kito-Fix  (Kaltek,  Padua,  Italy).  

Membranes were cut with a blade, laid down into wells of a multwell plate, mounted 

and analyzed by indirect immunofluorescence. 

4.6 Immunofluorescence, and Imaging 

Samples were then blocked in PBS-BSA 1% and incubated with antbodies against p63, 

iniolucrin, laminin-β4, laminin-β3, Np63a, keratn 3, keratn 12 and mucin 1, for 1h at 

37°C. 

Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) conjugated secondary antbodies (1a100; Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology;  1a500;  Sigma-Aldrich,  Milan,  Italy) or  rhodamine, 

tetramethylrhodamine  (TNITC)  conjugated  secondary  antbodies  (1a100;  Santa  Cruz 

Biotechnology;  1a500;  Sigma-Aldrich,  Milan,  Italy) were  incubated  for  1h  at  room 

temperature. Nuclei were stained with far-red fluorescent DNA dye (DNAQ5®, 1a2000, 

Cell Signaling Technology, Boston, MA) for 10 min at room temperature. Specimens 
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were analyzed with Nikon confocal laser scan microscopy (Nikon Corporaton, Minato, 

Tokio) and image analysis was performed using the NIS-Elements Adianced Nesearch 

sofwere (Nikon Corporaton, Minato, Tokio). 

Table 2. List of primary antbodies, source, wworking diluton and company.

Antbody Source Diluton Company
p63 rabbit polyclonal 1a100 Primmbiotech, Milan, Italy
Np63a rabbit polyclonal 1a100 Primmbiotech, Milan, Italy
Iniolucrine goat polyclonal 1a200 Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA
laminin-β4 goat polyclonal 1a200 Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA
laminin-β3 goat polyclonal 1a200 Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA
keratn 3 Mouse monoclonal 

(AE5 clone)
1a100 MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH

keratn 12 goat polyclonal 1a100 Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA
mucin 1 rabbit polyclonal 1a100 Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA

4.7 Purifcation of mRNA and reverse transcription

Total NNAs from primary keratnocytes were extracted and purifed using the NNeasy 

Micro kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The purity of the NNA preparaton was ierifed by 

measuring its absorbance rato at 260/280. 500 ng of NNA was used to synthesize the  

cDNA  with  random  hexanucleotde  primers  and  MoMULV  reierse  transcriptase 

(Applied Biosystem, Foster City, CA) at 42°C for 1h. 

4.8 real-time PCR

50 ng of cDNA was amplifed in an AB7900 real-tme PCN detecton system (Applied 

Biosystem,  Foster  City,  CA)  using  PowerUp  SYBN™  Green  Master  Mix  (Applied 

Biosystem, Foster City, CA) or TaqMan™ Uniiersal Master Mix II (Applied Biosystem, 

Foster City, CA), in a total iolume of 20 μl. For the absolute target gene quantfcaton 

(Ab-qPCN), standard curies were created with amplicons cloned into a TOPO plasmid 

iector. The leiel of expression of the target gene was normalized to GAPDH.

For the relatie gene expression analysis (Nel-qPCN), the diference in relatie target 

gene expression was performed using the 2−ΔΔCt method. GAPDH was used as internal 

control  gene.  The  efciency  of  the  target  amplifcaton  and  the  efciency  of  the 
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reference  amplifcaton  (GAPDH)  was  opportunely  measured  and  resulted 

approximately equal.

4.9 PCR of the Exon 8 of the Tp63 Gene 

DNA was extracted directly from oral mucosal biopsy or from the primary culture by 

using  the  DNeasy  Blood  &  Tissue  Kit  (Qiagen,  Hilden,  Germany),  following  the 

manufacturer’s  instructons  and  procedures.  Polymerase  chain  reacton  (PCN)  was 

performed on the  genomic  DNA extracted  from tssue or  cells,  using  forward  and 

reierse primers designed to amplify exons 8 (Table 2; 61.6°C; amplicon lengtha 351 

base pairs). 

4.10 Sanger Sequencing 

PCN products (6 ml) were submited to a phase of the BigDye Terminator kit (Thermo 

Fisher  Scientfc,  San  Diego,  CA).  BigDye  mix  contained  2  ml  of  bufer,  2  ml  of 

terminators, and 5 ml of primer mix (1 mM). The sequencing program was as followsa a 

frst step of 96°C for 39, contnued with 30 cycles of 96°C for 109, 50°C for 59, and 60°C 

for 49. Afer the BigDye treatment, sequencing was performed according to the Sanger 

method. 

Table 3. List of primers and probes used in Ab-qPCR, Rel-qPCR, PCR and Sanger sequencing. 

Gene Sequence

∆Np63α (human) Fwa 5’-GCATTGTCAGTTTCTTAGCGAG-3’
Neia  5’-CCATGGAGTAATGCTCAATCTG-3’
Probea 5’-[6FAM]GGACTATTTCACGACCCAGG[BHQ1]-3’

GAPDH (human) Fwa 5’-CCACTCCTCCACCTTTGACG-3’
Fwa Neia  5’-CATGAGGTCCACCACCCTGT-3’
Probea 5’-[TET]TTGCCCTCAACGACCACTTT[TAM]-3’

p63 (human; exon8) Fwa 5’-GGTAGATCTTCAGGGGACTTTC-3’
Neia Neia  5’-TTCTCACTGGCTCTGAGGG-3’

p63 (human; seq) Fwa 5’-GTAGCAACCCTCTATTGTGTG-3’
Neia Neia  5’-GCCGTTGGATGGGAAGTTC-3’

p63 (dog) Fwa 5’-CGGAAGGCGGATACAGCATCA-3’
Neia 5’-AAGGCGCTTCGTACCGTCACCG-3’

ABCG2 (dog) Fwa 5’-CAGGGCTGTTGGTAAATCTCA-3’
Neia 5’-TACTGCAAAGCCGCATAACC-3’

GAPDH (dog) Fwa 5’-TGACACCCACTCTTCCACCTTC-3’
Neia 5’-CGGTTGCTGTAGCCAAATTCA-3’
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4.11 Luciferase Reporter Assay 

For the luciferase assay, HEK293T cells were plated at density of 2X105 cells per well in 

a 24-well plate and transfected 24 hours later. Lipofectamine 2000™ (Thermo Fisher  

Scientfc, San Diego,  CA) was used as transfectng agent.  A plasmid containing the 

luciferase  gene  under  the  control  of  the  K14  promoter  and  expression  iectors 

encoding  for  WT-,  N311K-,  N311G-,  N304Q-,  and N279H-Np63a were used.  When 

needed, the pcDNA empty iector (Thermo Fisher Scientfc, San Diego, CA) was added 

to reach the total amount of DNA (500 ng) used in each transfecton. In all cases, 10 ng 

of Nenilla luciferase iector (pNL-CMV; Promega, Madison, WI) was cotransfected as a 

control of the transfecton efciency. Cells were transfected at 80%-90% confluence 

and incubated  at  37°C  for  6  hours  before  medium change.  Luciferase  actiites  of 

cellular  extracts  were  measured  by  using  a  dual  luciferase  reporter  assay  system 

(Promega, Madison, WI) and light emission was measured oier 1 and 5 seconds using a 

Modulus  Microplate  Neader  luminometer  (Promega,  Madison,  WI).  All  experiments 

were performed in triplicate. 

4.12 Molecular Cytogenetics 

Bacterial  artfcial  chromosome  (BAC)  genomic  clones  were  obtained  from  Source 

BioScience (Berlin, Germany) and labeled by random priming (BioPrime DNA labeling 

system; Thermo Fisher Scientfc, San Diego, CA) with Biotn-14-dCTP (Thermo Fisher 

Scientfc,  San  Diego,  CA)  or  digoxigenin-11-dUTP.  Molecular  combing  analysis  was 

performed as preiiously described (Palumbo et al. 2010). Briefly, N311K keratnocytes 

were  hariested  and  immobilized  in  agarose  plugs.  High-molecular-weight  DNA 

obtained afer -agarase I digeston (3 U per 1–2 plugs; EuroClone, Milan, Italy) in 0,1 

M MES, pH 6,5, was combed on silanized surfaces, according to a standard procedure  

(Palumbo et al. 2010). A range of 250–300 ng of each labeled probe was hybridized per 

each slide in the presence of 13X Cot-1 DNA (Thermo Fisher Scientfc, San Diego, CA) 

and 10 g of salmon sperm DNA (Thermo Fisher Scientfc, San Diego, CA). To detect 

the  biotn-labeled  probes,  594  Alexa  Fluor-conjugated  streptaiidin  (1a50;  Thermo 

Fisher  Scientfc,  San  Diego,  CA)  and  biotnilated  antstreptaiidin  antbodies  (1a50; 

Nockland, Limerick, PA) were used. The digoxigenin-labeled probe was detected by a 
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monoclonal ant-digoxigenin antbody (1a25; Noche, South San Francisco, CA) and a 488 

Alexa Fluor-conjugated ant-mouse IgG (1a50; Thermo Fisher Scientfc, San Diego, CA). 

Combed DNA was scored under a 40X oil  immersion objectie (numerical  aperture 

[NA]a 1,30) by using a motorized fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager.M1; Zeiss 

Internatonal,  Oberkochen,  Germany)  equipped with a charge-coupled deiice (CCD) 

camera  (Coolsnap  HQ2;  Photometrics,  Tucson,  AZ).  Single  waielength  images  were 

merged and adjacent felds were aligned using Adobe Photoshop CS2 (Adobe Systems, 

San Jose, CA). Measurements of fluorescent signals were done using Metaiue sofware 

(Molecular  Deiices,  Sunnyiale,  CA)  according to the molecular  combing calibraton 

factor (1  m = 2 kb) and the magnifcaton features of  the objectie and the CCD 

camera (1 pixel = 0,16125 m = 0,3225 kb). 

For  interphase  fluorescence  in  situ hybridizaton  (FISH),  cells  were  layered  onto 

microscope slides by using the Cytospin III (Thermo Fisher Scientfc, San Diego, CA). 

Chromosome spreads were obtained by standard procedures.  FISH was carried out 

with a cocktail of three BAC probes directly labeled with Cy5-AP3-dUTP (GE Healthcare, 

Litle Chalfont, UK), or indirectly labeled with Biotn-16-dUTP or digoxigenin-11-dUTP 

(Noche  Biochemicals,  Basilea,  Switzerland).  Biotn-  and  digoxigenin-labeled  probes 

were  acquired  in  red  and  green  fluorescences,  respectiely.  Slides  were  analyzed 

under  a  40X  or  a  100X  oil  immersion  objecties  with  a  NA  of  1,30.  Images  were 

captured and merged as preiiously described (Palumbo et al. 2010).

4.13 Multiphoton microscopy

Multphoton or 2-photon optcal microscopy is based on the collecton of signals that 

deriie from the nonlinear excitaton of self-fluorescent molecules and/or molecules 

that generate secondary or tertary harmonic signals. The laser beam emits, at high 

frequencies (femtoseconds), a series of photons interactng at the focal plane with the 

molecules  under  examinaton.  The  molecules,  absorbing  two  or  more  photons  of 

length  in the infrared range, moie to an excited state and return to the normal state 

emitng a photon of waielength  /2 (second harmonic signal),  /3 (third harmonic 

signal)  or  a  fluorescence  signal  of  length  <  /2.  Fluorescence  (TPEF),  second 
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harmonic (SHG) and third harmonic (THG) signals can thus be recorded simultaneously 

using the same excitng source and iarious detectors present on the same optcal path 

of  the  excited  source  or  of the  optcal  path  (not  descanned  detector,  NDD).  In  

additon,  signals  emited  by  excited  molecules  can  be  detected  either  in  forward 

scatering or  in backward scatering.  TPEF,  SHG, and THG signals  are generated by 

nonlinear  optcal  phenomena that  are  iery  interestng for  non-iniasiie  imaging  of 

biological tssues. 

In the corneal tssue context, TPEF signals are generated by self-fluorescent molecules, 

such as NADPH, enabling iisualizaton of cellular structures such as mitochondria (and 

hence  epithelial  cells,  stromal  keratnocytes  and  endothelial  cells).  The  NADPH 

excitaton waielength is 710 nm. TPEF signals of weaker intensity are also generated 

by collagen when the tssue is excited at waielengths of 825 nm. The source of TPEF 

emission depends on cross-links between collagen molecules. 

SHG  signals  are  generated,  on  the  other  hand,  only  by  non-centrosymmetric 

molecules, such as collagen, with the emission of a single high-energy photon with half  

the excitaton waielength.  In the corneal tssue context,  therefore, SHG signals can 

only be generated by the stroma. The SHG signals can be recorded both in forward and 

backward scater. Collagen emits SHG signals when energized at waielengths between 

800 nm and 860 nm. The back-scatered SHG signals  are weaker than the forward 

scatered signals. The signals collected in back scater are more homogeneous and do 

not reflect the orientaton of collagen fbers as forward scater. 

Finally, THG signals are generated by the corneal interface structures, such as, ground 

substance of  the stroma present between the collagen lamellae.  The THG signal  is 

generated by the optcal heterogeneites between structures with diferent refractie 

index, if their size is comparable to the secton of the laser beam. The THG signals in 

the corneal stroma can be generated by excitaton of a ≥1100 nm waielength.

In  summary,  2-photon  microscopy  allows  to  generate  and  analyze  TPEF  (self-

fluorescence), SHG (second harmonic) and THG (third harmonic) signals by obtaining 

complementary informaton on the microstructure of both cellular and extracellular 

components of the tssue analyzed. 
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4.14 spectrophotometry

Spectrophotometry setup consists of two main componentsa (1) a light source and (2) a 

spectrophotometer.

1) An AiaLight-DH-S-BAL source was used, whose spectrum is deriied from the 

combinaton of a deuterium and a halogen lamp. Electromagnetc radiaton emited by 

the lamp has a spectrum ranging from UV to IN (200-1100 nm). The emited light is 

transmited to the specimen iia FC-UV600, FC-UV-600-2-SN (Aiantes) optc fbers. FC-

UV-600 and FC-UV-600-2-SN has a numerical aperture (NA) of 0,22. Connectors are 

SMA905 (Aiantes). The lenses used to coniert diiergent beams in parallel beams haie 

a diameter of 6 mm and a focal length of 8,7 mm. The beam diameter is about 2 mm.

2) The light transmited by the tssue is collected from a lens and transmited to 

an optc fber (FC-UV-600-2-SN type). The optc fber connects to an AiaSpec 2048L 

spectrophotometer,  which  is  then  connected  to  a  computer  with  signal  capture 

sofware (Aiasof).
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5 Results 

5.1 Keratinocytes  characteriaation  in  vitro  show  diferences  and 

similarities between their tissues of origin

During the three years  of  PhD I  had the opportunity  to collect  and reiiew cellular 

biology  data  of  four  diierse  types  of  primary  epithelial  cells,  deriied  from  four  

diferent epithelia (skin, oral mucosa, limbus/cornea and conjunctia).

To beter iniestgate the exhauston of clonogenic potental and the self-renewal of 

epithelial stem cells we took in consideraton also p63-defectie oral mucosa primary 

cell lines obtained from three patents afected by EEC syndrome, already known to 

cause an acceleraton in epithelial aging (Barbaro, Nast, Del Vecchio, et al. 2016). All 

these  epithelia  haie  been  studied  in  the  last  years  for  their  potental  in  clinical 

applicatons from our research group.

Epithelial stem cells  isolated from human biopsies were cultured  in vitro and serially 

propagated  untl  exhauston  of  their  proliferatie  ability.  Colony  forming  efciency 

assay (CFE; number of colonies generated by seeded cells × 100%) was performed to 

eialuate the number of clonogenic cells at eiery passage together with the number of 

abortie colonies. Cellular biology was also characterized in terms of number of fnal 

cells  collected at the tme of the passage,  and number of  days in culture for  each 

passage.  Epithelial stem cells reflect the physiology of their tssue as their functon in 

maintaining  them,  consequently  these populatons haie partcular  traits  and single 

behaiiors that in vitro allow to distnguish ones from another. 

From comparatie analysis of cell biology data we can appreciate how human limbal 

epithelial stem cells (H-LESCs) and conjunctia epithelial stem cells (H-CESCs) lose their 

clonogenic ability afer only 7 passages in culture, while human oral mucosa stem cells 

(H-OMESCs)  can easily  reach 11 passages  and human skin epithelial  stem cells  (H-

SESCs)  20  passages.  Also  OMESCs  carrying  the  p63  mutatons  N279H,  N304Q  and 

N311K haie no more colony-forming cells afer only 6, 5 and 4 passages respectiely 

(Figure  6,  Figure  7F).  Infact,  the  decrease  of  clonogenic  cells  number  along  the 

passages  is  more atenuated in H-SESCs and H-OMESCs,  while  it  has  a signifcantly 
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faster decrease in primary cells from the epithelia of the ocular surface and in p63-

defectie OMESCs. So, the ability to generate a colony by a cell,  and therefore the 

ability to self-renew, is closely related to the life span of a primary culture. To this end,  

it has shown how long-lastng cultures maintain a high amount of clonogenic cells eien 

at more adianced passages (Figure 7A). For example, at passage 6, when H-LESCs, H-

CESCs and mutated OMESCs are almost exhausted, H-OMESCs retain 3840 clonogenic 

cells on aierage, and H-SESCs 11000. Eien the number of fnal cells fts with the results  

described so far (Figure 7B). A peculiarity of epithelial cells is the enlargement of the 

cytoplasm with the increase in cell dimension during diferentaton. It is well known 

how how the size of cells composing an epithelial primary culture iary from 6-10 μM 

of stem cells, to 10-18 μM of transient amplifying cells, up to 18-36 μM of terminally 

diferentated/post-mitotc  cells  (Barrandon  and  Green,  1987;  Nochat  et  al.,  1994; 

Pellegrini  et  al.,  1999).  Then,  at  confluence,  the  greater  the  percentage  of 

undiferentated cells, the smaller the space that each one occupies and, consequently, 

the greater the number of cells. Otherwise, abortie colonies follow an exact opposite 

trend and their number increases faster in primary cultures with a more reduced life 

span (H-LESCs, H-CESCs and N304Q, N279H- and N311K-OMESCs). In partcular, fgure 

7C shows how H-SESCs and H-OMESCs pass the 50% of aborted colonies only afer 13 

and 6  passages,  respectiely,  while  all  the  other  primary  cultures  reach this  ialue 

already at the 4th. We can, then, obserie that H-LESCs, H-CESCs and mutated OMESCs 

haie a shorter life span and can be maintained in vitro for less then 40 days (35 days 

on aierage for H-LESCs and H-CESCs, 36 for N279H-OMESCs, 34 for N304Q-OMESCs 

and 28 for N311K-OMESCs), compared to 62 days for H-OMESCs and 83 for H-SESCs 

(Figure 7D). This also applies to the days needed to reach confluence for each passage.  

Again, H-SESCs reach the last passage of the other primary cell lines in many less days 

(for example, they reach the 6th passage in 21 days compared to 35 of H-LESCs and H-

CESCs). Also the mean of cumulatie cell doublings that these primary cell lines can 

sustain tll exhauston goes this way. Infact, H-SESCs can exceed 95-96 cell doublings 

and H-OMESCs can easily reach 54 cell doublings. On the contrary, H-LESCs end their 

life span with a mean of 36 and 39 cell  doublings and N279H-, N304Q- and N311K-

OMESCs with only 33, 29 and 17, respectiely (Figure 7E). Finally, the expression of the 

epithelial stem cells marker ΔNp63α follows the same trenda a higher expression in H-
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SESCs  compared  to  the  other  primary  cells  analyzed,  probably  due  to  a  higher 

percentage of stem cells in culture (Figure 8).

Figure  6. Colony  forming efciency (CFE) of H-SESCs,  H-OMESCs, H-LESCs and H-CESCs wwas  
evaluated at the last passage in culture of each primary cell line. 
Images  are  representatve  of  data  obtained  from at  least  three  independent  experiments.  
Abbreviatons:  SESCs,  skin  epithelia  stem cells;  OMESCs,  oral  mucosa  epithelial  stem cells;  
LESCs, limbal epithelia stem cells; CESCs, conjunctval epithelial stem cells.
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Figure 7. Comparison of clonogenic ability and proliferatve potental of human epithelial stem  
cells obtained from skin, oral  mucosa, limbal and conjunctval biopsies.  All  data have been  
obtained  from  at  least  three  unrelated  normal  subjects  (n≥3  independent  experiments).  
Quantfcaton of (A) clonogenic cells number, (B) fnal cells number (C) percentage of aborted  
colonies, (D) days in culture, (E) cumulatve cell doublings and (F) number of passages of H-
SESCs  (blue),  H-OMESCs  (red),  H-LESCs  (green),  H-CESCs  (purple),  R279H-OMESCs (orange),  
R304Q-OMESCs (black), R311K-OMESCs (browwn) is showwn. All data have been obtainned from  
at least three unrelated normal subjects (n≥3 independent experiments). Abbreviatons: SESCs,  
skin epithelial stem cells; OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial stem cells; LESCs, limbal epithelial  
stem cells; CESCs, conjunctval epithelial stem cells.
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Figure  8. ∆Np63α  expression in primary cells  (frst  passage) from healthy donors. Absolute  
quanttatve PCR showwing ∆Np63α copy number in  total  RNA from H-SESCs,  H-OMESCs,  H-
LESCs and H-CESCs. Results are normalized against GAPDH. All data have been obtainned from  
at least three unrelated normal subjects (n≥3 independent experiments). Abbreviatons: SESCs,  
skin epithelial stem cells; OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial stem cells; LESCs, limbal epithelial  
stem  cells;  CESCs,  conjunctval  epithelial  stem  cells;  GAPDH,  glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate  
dehydrogenase.

5.2 DAPT administration retards the aging of epithelial stem cells

Once characterized the in vitro aging of the primary cultures obtained from these four 

epithelia, the next step was to try to delay this aging and, giien the key role of Notch in 

mediatng the diferentaton of adult epithelial stem cells, we decided to act on this 

pathway (Totaro et al. 2017). We performed the administraton of DAPT with the aim 

to inhibit or slow down diferentaton processes in epithelial stem cell cultures deriied 

from Holoclones, Meroclones and Paraclones of H-LESCs. 

The contnuous administraton of  DAPT has  allowed to obtain  enriched cultures  of 

epithelial stem cells, as confrmed by prolonged life-span (serial passages in culture),  

increased  clonogenic  capacity  of  the  cells  in  culture,  as  determined  following  CFE 

(Colony Forming Efciency) assays and therefore a reduced rate of stem cell ageing in 

iitro.  In  partcular,  fgure  9  shows  that  the  cell  lines  treated  with  DAPT  afer  3-5 

passages (when they should be close to the end of their life span) haie a recoiery in 

clonogenic cells presence. Interestngly,  the number of clonogenic and fnal cells of 
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DAPT-treated holoclones and meroclones, afer an inital physiological decrease, go to 

an increasing phase and then back down tll exhauston. Specifcally, DAPT treatment 

led  the  number  of  clonogenic  cells  to  rise  from 17700  to  30000  in  6  passages  of 

holoclone-type cultures and from 9000 to 16900 for meroclones (Figure 10A-D). The 

number of fnal cells follows the same trend moiing from 270000 to 416000 for the 

cultures deriied from holoclones and from 112000 to 420000 for the one deriied from 

meroclones (Figure 10B-E). These results were confrmed, again, by the expression of 

the  epithelial  stem  cells  marker  ΔNp63α,  which  was  assessed  through  q-PCN  and 

showed a signifcant increase in cultures afer treatment with DAPT (Figure 10C-F). 

These data show the ability of DAPT to improie the quality and efciency of stem cell  

cultures. The use of DAPT could therefore open interestng opportunites for epithelial 

stem cell-based therapies as it could (1) replace and hence eliminate the use of feeder 

layer; (2)  reduce the size of the biopsy used to isolate the patent stem cells,  thus  

allowing a less iniasiie surgery, which would beneft patents sufering from corneal 

disorders  greatly;  (3)  delay  the  premature  aging  of  the  epithelial  stem  cells  from 

patents  with  genetc  defects,  such  as  EEC  syndrome or  Epidermolysis  Bullosa  and 

fnally (4) enrich the percentage of stem cells within a batch of cells, thus making gene 

therapy strategies with low efciencies of correcton/targetng, such as Gene Editng 

tools (i.e., CNISPN), more efcacious. 
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Figure  9. Colony  forming efciency  of  Holoclones  and  Meroclones  treated  wwith  DAPT  wwas  
compared  at  the  last  twwo  passages  in  culture  of  the  untreated  cell  lines.  Images  are  
representatve of data obtained from at least three independent experiments.
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Figure 10. Comparison of clonogenic ability and proliferatve potental of untreated and DAPT-
treated H-LESCs. Quantfcaton of (A, D) clonogenic cells number, (B, E) fnal cells number and  
(C, F) relatve quanttatve PCR showwing ∆Np63α mRNA relatve expression in Holoclones and  
Meroclones at the cell  passages indicated. Results are normalized against GAPDH. All  data  
have  been  obtainned  from  at  least  three  unrelated  normal  subjects  (n≥3  independent  
experiments). Abbreviatons: SESCs, skin epithelial stem cells; OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial  
stem cells; LESCs, limbal epithelial stem cells; CESCs, conjunctval epithelial stem cells; GAPDH,  
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
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5.3 Personaliaed Stem Cell Therapy to Correct Corneal Defects Due to a 

Unique Homoaygous-Heteroaygous Mosaicism of EEC Syndrome

Demonstratng that epithelial stem cells haie an intrinsic potental for regeneratie 

medicine that can be exploited with a deeper characterizaton, we haie been able to 

apply a cell therapy protocol to a patent afected by EEC syndrome in a rare form of  

mosaicism. It was a case of EEC syndrome associated with seiere conjunctializaton of 

the cornea and symblepharon (Figure 11F-G). The loss of the corneal epithelium was 

confrmed through impression cytology analysis using antbodies against cytokeratn 

12 (cK12) and mucin 1 (MUC1) (Figure 11H) (Barbaro et al. 2010) (Barbaro, Nast, Nafa, 

et al. 2016).

Figure 11. Phenotypic features of R311K-p63 mutaton. 
(A–G):  Photographs  showwing  the  phenotypic  tracts  of  ectrodactyly-ectodermal  dysplasia-  
clefing (EEC) syndrome in the patent. Ectrodactyly and sindactly are visible in hands and feet  
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(A–D). Dermatts ofen appears on the skin (E). The pannus, due to the conjunctvalizaton of  
the ocular  surface,  and the symblepharon are  present  in  both  eyes  (F,  G).  (H):  Analysis  of  
impression cytology specimens from the patent and from a healthy subject. Specimens wwere  
stained  wwith  antbodies  against  the  K12/MUC1  couple  of  markers  and  DRAQ5  (for  DNA  
staining). Panel staining: DRAQ5 (blue); MUC1 (green), and cK12 (red). Immunostaining wwith  
MUC1 and cK12 showws a severe conjunctvalized cornea. Scale bar 100 m. 
Abbreviatons: cK12, cytokeratn 12; MUC1, mucin 1.

The  genetc analysis  showed that  the  patent  was  unexpectedly  homozygous  for  a 

noiel  and  de  noio  missense  mutaton  in  the  p63  gene,  N311K.  The  homozygous 

mutaton detected in this patent occurred in codon 311 at nucleotde 1049 and caused 

the coniersion from arginine to lysine in exon 8 (N311K; AGA > AAA; c.1049G > A)  

(Figure 12A). Sequencing of the corresponding region in the DNAs obtained from the 

parents, brother, and paternal sperm (Figure 12A) confrmed that the mutaton was de 

novo. The iniolied amino acid has a high degree of phylogenetc conseriaton (Figure 

12B),  and  the  mutaton  is  located  in  the  same  positon  as  another  EEC  causatie 

mutaton, p.N311G, which was preiiously  described (willoughby et al,  2005).  An in-

depth analysis of the sequence chromatogram reiealed a small G peak, corresponding 

to the wild-type sequence, below the A peak, corresponding to the mutant sequence 

(Figure 12A).  The faint G peak was detectable in all  the sequence chromatograms, 

probably because of a low leiel of mosaicism, both in leukocytes from the peripheral  

blood and in OMECs from biopsy specimens of buccal mucosa. To beter explore and 

obtain an estmate of the degree of mosaicism, we cloned the PCN products from both 

leukocytes and OMECs. Sequence analysis of 100 clones showed that approximately 

90%  of  the  clones  were  deriied  from  the  mutant  allele,  whereas  10%  of  clones 

represented the normal allele (Figure 12A). This result suggested a somatc mosaicism 

in which 80% of the patent cells carry 2 mutant alleles and, thus, are homozygous,  

while approximately 20% of patents cells presents the mutaton in an heterozygous 

form. Homozygous mutatons in dominant disorders are frequently lethal in embryos 

and  p63-null  mice  die  soon  afer  birth  (Yang  et  al.  1999).  Furthermore,  no  other 

mutaton in the p63 gene has eier been found in a homozygous conditon. Our idea is 

that when the mutaton arises in heterozygosity a milder form of EEC syndrome is 

generated. In silico analysis (Figure 12C-E) supported this hypothesis and showed that 

N311K mutaton was stll able to bind the p63 site on the genomic DNA. Meanwhile, 
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the seiere heterozygous EEC-causing mutaton, such as N311G, lost this capacity. To 

determine the transactiaton capacity of the mutated sequences (and, therefore, the 

seierity of a specifc p63 mutaton), a luciferase assay was deieloped by transfectng 

cell  lines  with either  wild-type or  mutant  p63 sequences  together  with a  reporter 

construct  containing  the  luciferase  gene  under  the  control  of  cK14  promoter.  The 

luciferase assay showed a reduced N311K-p63 transcriptonal actiity, thus confrming 

its pathogenicity, but a milder efect in the heterozygous state (Figure 13)  (Barbaro, 

Nast, Nafa, et al. 2016).

Figure  12. Genotype and functonal characterizaton of R311K-p63 mutaton. (A): Schematc  
representaton of R311K-p63 mutaton in the patentts family. The chromatograms of exon 8 of  
the p63 gene in the fatherts spermatocytes and leukocytes and in the motherts leukocytes are  
showwn at the top. The wwild-type sequence is showwn; the red arrowws indicate the base involved  
in  the  point  mutaton.  The  chromatograms  of  exon  8  of  the  p63  gene  in  the  brotherts  
leukocytes and in the patentts leukocytes and OMESCs are showwn in the lowwer part of this  
panel.  The  sequence  from the  brotherts  cells  indicates  the  wwild-type  patern;  those  of  the  
patent wwith ectrodactyly-ectodermal dysplasia-clefing (EEC)  showw the G to A transiton at  
nucleotde positon 1049 (in red), resultng in the R311K codon. The loww wwild-type G peak (*)  
beloww the mutant  A peak is  indicatve of  a mosaicism conditon.  The sequencing of  single  
molecules of exon 8 of the patent, amplifed from leukocytes and OMESCs by PCR and cloned  
into  a  TOPO  vector,  showws  the  presence  of  90%  of  mutated  and  10%  of  wwild-type  PCR  
fragments.  (B):  Alignment  of  p63  protein  sequence  from  diferent  species.  (C–E):  Three-
dimensional model of  Np63a protein. The arginine in the wwild-type form of the p63 protein  
can bind DNA in G7 through 2 hydrogen bonds and the amino acid in D312 through a hydrogen  
bond  (C).  The  glycine  in  the  same  positon  (311),  clinically  responsible  for  a  severe  EEC  
syndrome, leads to a complete loss of the ability to bind the DNA and fanking amino acid (E).  
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Meanwwhile, the lysine loses the 3 hydrogen bonds of the wwild-type protein but stll binds DNA,  
acquiring  a  hydrogen  bond  in  A14  on  the  consensus  DNA-binding  site  (D).  Abbreviatons:  
OMESCs, oral mucosal epithelial stem cells.

Figure 13. Transactvaton potental of Np63a protein and of its EEC mutants determined by  
transient transfecton into HEK293T cells. Keratn-14 promoter, cloned in the luciferase reporter  
vector, wwas cotransfected along wwith an empty expression vector (pcDNA 3.1) or the indicated  
Np63a expressing plasmid: wwild-type (WT),  DNA-binding domain mutants (R279H; R311K;  
R311G; R304Q), and a 1:1 combinaton of WT and R311K mutant. Transfecton efciency wwas  
normalized  wwith  a  Renilla  reporter  vector.  The  result  is  the  mean  of  four  independent  
experiments. 

To fnd a possible explanaton, cytogenetc and molecular analyses were performed. By 

molecular  cytogenetcs (Figure  14A-C),  we excluded the presence of  large genomic 

rearrangements,  deletons,  or  duplicatons in N311K-OMESCs.  The resoluton of  the 

analysis on DNA extended fbers (molecular combing; Figure 14A-B) is 5 kb. Interphase 

FISH with 2 BAC clones closely mapping at p63 and a distal probe mapping in the short  

arm of  chromosome 3 had a resoluton of  100 kb (Figure 14A-C).  The presence of 

genomic rearrangements, deletons, or duplicatons within the p63 gene was excluded 

by quanttatie p63-specifc real-tme PCN analysis Figure 14D). Our oierall hypothesis 

is, therefore, that a likely mechanism explaining the homozygous status of the patent 
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could be tracked back to a de noio mutaton followed by an allelic gene coniersion of 

the wild-type allele by the de noio mutant allele in the p63 gene (Figure 14E) (Barbaro, 

Nast, Nafa, et al. 2016). 

Figure 14. Cytogenetc and molecular analyses suggest an allelic-conversion hypothesis. 
(A): Schematc representaton of the p63 genomic region at 3q27, indicatng the distance from  
the centromere (Mb). The black line identfes the p63 gene; the red and green lines represent  
the  genomic  clones  (bacterial  artfcial  chromosome  [BAC])  used  as  probes  in  molecular  
combing analysis. Probes are diferentally spaced and allowwed to orientate the molecule in the  
centromere-telomere directon. Their identty is revealed through red and green fuorescence.  
(B): An example of fuorescent in situ hybridizaton (FISH) on DNA extended molecules of R311K  
keratnocytes prepared through the  molecular  combing assay.  In  red and green are  visible  
three probes that hybridize as the expected patern represented in (A). To verify the integrity of  
the molecules, DNA wwas counterstained wwith an ant-ssDNA antbody (blue fuorescence). Only  
the expected patern wwas observed in mutated keratnocytes (a normal human cell line wwas  
used as positve control). Calibraton bar = 200 kb. (C): Representatve images from interphase  
FISH analysis of R311K keratnocytes. A human normal lymphoblastoid cell  line and human  
PBLs wwere used as controls. Yelloww arrowws indicate the overlapping hybridizaton signals from  
twwo BAC  clones  closely  mapping  at  p63  (RP11-373I6:  magenta  fuorescence;  RP11-600G3:  
green fuorescence; see [A]). Because of the proximity of the probes, the hybridizaton signals  
are merging in a yelloww fuorescence. Red arrowws indicate the positon of a third probe (RP11-
468L11: red fuorescence) mapping in the short arm of chromosome 3 at 3p14.2, and used to  
monitor the chromosome integrity.  In all  cell  types, the hybridizaton signals are consistent  
wwith a normal chromosome set. The locaton of the same probes is also showwn in a metaphase  
spread from human PBLs. Calibraton bars = 20 mm. (D): Comparatve real-tme quanttatve  
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PCR analysis of genomic DNA extracted from healthy donors (n = 5) and from the patent wwith  
R311K-p63  mutaton  EEC  (three  diferent  sample  preparatons)  excluded  large  and  small  
rearrangements, deletons, or duplicatons in the p63 gene. (E): Schematc representaton of  
the allelic gene conversion event that occurred afer the de novo R311K-p63 mutaton, causing  
the  generaton  of  the  homozygous  mutaton  in  the  patent  wwith  EEC.  Abbreviatons:  EEC,  
ectrodactyly-ectodermal  dysplasia-clefing;  GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate  dihydrogen-
ase;  ly,  lymphoblastoid  cell  line;  k,  keratnocyte;  PBL,  peripheral  blood  lymphocyte;  q.ty,  
quantty. 

N311K-OMESCs were characterized, ex iiio expanded, and analyzed by clonal analysis 

(Figure 15A). CFE assay showed that only 24 of approximately 400 clones had a high 

clonogenic ability and proliferatie potental in iitro; in additon, at least 6 of these 

resulted holoclones. Nesults from sequencing analysis demonstrated that all  the 24 

clones were heterozygous (Figure 15B), thus suggestng a selectie growth adiantage 

of  the  heterozygous  stem  cells  compared  with  the  homozygous  ones.  Stem  cell 

content  eialuated  by  quantfying  DNp63a expression  through  real-tme  qPCN  was 

comparable to that obseried in cultured autologous limbal epithelial cells sheets (CA-

LECSs)  successfully  transplanted  in  patents  with  LSCD  caused by  traumatc  eients 

(Figure 15C).  Finally,  to test the regeneratie ability of the selected N311K-OMESCs 

carrying the hypomorphic allele, we set up organotypic cultures deriied by pooling all  

N311K-p63 heterozygous holoclones (N311K-HHs) grown on a HKL model (Figure 15D). 

Compared with OMESCs from healthy donors (H-OMESCs; n = 3) and patents with EEC 

syndrome (EEC-OMESCs; n = 2, with p.N279H and p.N304Q p63 mutatons), epithelia 

generated by p.N311K-HHs were more similar to H-OMESCs and well organized into 

basal column-shaped cells expressing DNp63a suprabasal cuboid wing cells, expressing 

cK3; and flat, squamous, superfcial terminally diferentated cells, as indicated by the 

expression  of  iniolucrin.  The  basal  cuboidal  cell  layer  was  frmly  atached  to  the 

underlying extracellular matrix and to the basement membrane through laminin 3. In 

sharp  contrast,  tssues  generated  from  N279H-  and  N304Q-p63  OMESCs  showed 

defects  in  both  stratfcaton  and  diferentaton,  thus  resultng  in  seiere  tssue 

hypoplasia and lack of proper tssue polarity (Figure 15D). Collectiely, these results 

strongly support the potental clinical use of p.N311K-HHs for the deielopment of CA-

OMESCs, to reconstruct the ocular surface of this unique case of EEC syndrome. In this 

study, we report the frst and only case, to our knowledge, of an EEC patent with a 
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homozygous mutaton in the p63 gene. To our knowledge, this patent shows the most 

seiere  ocular  phenotype.  The  fact  that  the  patent  suriiied  despite  haiing  a 

homozygous mutaton in the p63 gene is intriguing, thus predictng a milder seierity of 

this mutaton when in the heterozygous state. Arginine and lysine are both positiely 

charged amino acids, thus suggestng that, in partcular cases, their exchange could be 

well tolerated (Barbaro, Nast, Nafa, et al. 2016).

Figure  15. Isolaton of  R311K-p63 heterozygous holoclones and expression of  epithelial cell  
markers in reconstructed hemicorneas. 
(A): Cultvaton of primary mosaic R311K-OMESCs and isolaton of 400 heterozygous R311K-
p63  clones  through  clonal  analyses.  (B):  A  representatve  chromatogram  of  the  sequence  
around  the  R311K  mutaton  site  of  the  p63  gene  obtained  from  all  the  24  holoclones,  
previously  selected  through  colony-forming  efciency  assay  afer  single-cell  clonal  
amplifcaton. (C): Real-tme quanttatve analysis of Np63a expression found in CA-LECSs (n =  
19) successfully transplanted in patents wwith limbal stem cell defciency, and in R311K-HHs (n =  
24).  A  comparable  stem  cell  content  is  observed.  (D):  DRAQ5  staining  and  expression  of  
epithelial  cell  markers  in  reconstructed  hemicorneas  generated  by  growwing  (a)  healthy  
OMESCs, (b) R311K-HHs, (c) R279H-OMESCs, and (d) R304Q-OMESCs onto human keratoplasty  
lentcules. Cryosectons wwere analyzed through immunofuorescence using Np63a (red), cK3  
(green), Inv (violet), and Lam 3 (yelloww) antbodies (n = 3) Scale bars 20  m. Note that the  
R311K-p63 HHst resultng epithelium wwas wwell  organized and stratfed into four to fve cell  
layers, wwith basal cuboidal cells diferentatng upwward to wwinged cells. The strong expression  
of  the  stem cell  marker  Np63aconfrms  the  maintenance  of  basal  and  undiferentated  
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progenitor  cells,  wwhich  are  also  negatve  for  cK3  (wwhite  arrowws).  Abbreviatons:  CA-LECS,  
cultured,  autologous  limbal  epithelial  cells  sheet;  cK,  cytokeratn;  HHs,  heterozygous  
holoclones;  Inv,  involucrin;  Lam  3,  laminin  3;  OMESCs,  oral  mucosal  epithelial  stem cell  
sheet. 

5.4 Human  keratoplasty  lenticules  (HKLs):  an  organotypic  culture 

system for the treatment of total limbal stem cells defciency  

To summarize the reasons that lead us to the choice of human keratoplasty lentcules 

(HKLs),  natural  scafolds  obtained  remoiing  the  corneal  epithelium  from  central 

cornea biopsies  (from deceased donors),  we can say that  the adiantages  of  these 

scafolds are multplea

• They allow in vitro reconstructon of well structured epithelia, with the correct 

thickness and expressing the normal diferentaton markers detectable in the epithelia 

of origin (see later).

• The thickness of the stroma facilitate the handling of the sheet (this is useful  

for the graf of the scafold and for manipulaton by surgeons).

•  Stem cells  can  be  cultiate  directly  on  the  scafolds,  with  no  need to  add 

murine  feeder  layer,  maintaining  their  classical  features  and  well-ordered 

diferentatng, forming an epithelial structure of 4-6 layers (iery similar to the original  

epithelium). Aioiding the use of murine cells can be iery benefcial and increase the 

safety degree of the graf.

• Using these scafolds it’s possible to reconstruct  in vitro a much more ample 

porton of the corneaa the stroma, proiided by the same scafold, and the epithelium, 

rebuilt  startng  from the  collecton of  stem cells  (this  is  a  necessary  conditon  for 

deeper lesions of the cornea, which are not inioliing only the epithelium).

• This scafold, replacing also the connectie tssue of the receiier, should not be 

absorbed or eliminated, aioiding the complicatons that result from this additonal, but 

essental step for the fbrin matrix. (Barbaro et al. 2009).
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5.5 Human  limbal  epithelial  stem  cells  (H-LESCs)  and  oral  mucosa 

epithelial stem cells (H-OMESCs) cultured onto HKLs can form well-

organiaed epithelial sheets

Preliminary data, from which I started to deielop my work, collected by the research 

team  of  Eye  Bank  Foundaton  of  Veneto  (FBOV)  and  Department  of  Molecular 

Medicine  of  Uniiersity  of  Padua  in  2009-2016,  were  obtained  through  the  use  of 

human stem cells (H-LESCs and H-OMESCs). Limbal stem cells (H-LESCs) expanded onto 

HKLs gaie rise to a keratnized stratfed squamous epithelium morphologically similar 

to  that  of  normal  corneas.  The  resultng  corneal  epithelium  was  characterized  by 

correct expression of seieral  markers in each cell  layer (keratn 14, α6, β1, and β4 

integrins, p63 and ΔNp63α in basal layers, 14-3-3σ, keratn 3, and keratn 12 in the 

upper  one).  In  the  stroma  of  HKLs,  keratocytes  maintained  the  biosynthetc  and 

phenotypic  appearances  typical  of  restng/quiescent  cells  and  expressed  keratan 

sulfate,  CD-34,  and  ALDH3A1. Fibroblastc  transformaton  was  obseried  with  the 

appearance  of  VSX1  and  α-SMA. HKLs  did  not  alter  the  clonogenic/proliferatie 

capacity of limbal stem cells. No diferences were seen when HKL was compared to 

fbrin glue (Barbaro et al. 2009). Also stem cells of the oral mucosa (H-OMESCs) haie 

shown  the  ability  to  form  epithelia  with  the  same  characteristcs,  except  for  the 

number  of  layers,  slightly  greater  (5-6 layers  on aierage,  against  3-4 layers of  the 

epithelia formed by LESCs) (Barbaro et al. 2009).

5.6 Analysis  by  two-photon  and  confocal  microscopy  and 

spectrophotometry confrm the quality of HKLs over fbrin matrix

In order to consolidate the adiantages summarized aboie we performed analysis with 

two diferent  techniquesa  two-photon  microscopy  to  eialuate  the  structure  of  the 

scafolds and the distributon of the epithelial cells on them and spectrophotometry to 

eialuate the transparency of the reconstructed tssues. Two-photon microscopy and 

spectrophotometry experiments were performed in laboratories of INCCS “G. B. Biet”o 

Foundaton as part of a collaboratie project.
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The characteristcs of hemicorneas prepared by microkeratome were similar among 

the iarious samples analyzed. The epithelium was layered in 3-5 planes, from basal 

cells layer to terminally diferentated cells on the surface. These epithelia appeared 

less thick than normal corneal tssue. In at least 50% of the samples, structures similar 

to "Vogt palisades" haie been obseried (data not shown). The stroma of Hemicorneas 

has a structure comparable to that of normal corneal tssue, with greater density of  

keratocytes in the frontal stroma and the typical anisotropy of collagen organizaton. 

Stacks of 4-10 μm were obtained from the surface of all the sample to a depth of 250 

μm. Both the epithelial and stromal components of the hemicornea haie been clearly 

identfed. The stroma (fgure 16A) has a normal structure and we haie been able to 

appreciate  collagen  fbers  and  syncyta  of  keratocytes.  Epithelial  cells  were 

homogeneously distributed upon the total surface and well atached to the scafold as 

we can deduce from the stretched shape (Figure 16B).  The characteristcs of  fbrin 

specimens cultiated with corneal  limbal  stem cells  was  similar  among the iarious 

samples  analyzed.  The epithelium stratfes in  3-7  planes,  from basal  cells  layer  to 

terminally  diferentated cells  on the surface.  The architecture  of  the epithelium is 

more chaotc than the one obseried in hemicorneas. The cells of the basal layer were 

not  fully  adhered  to  each  other  and  stratfcaton  is  iery  heterogeneous  between 

diferent areas of the samples (Figure 16C). Structures similar to "Vogt palisades" were 

not found. The fbrin gel is an inert and acellular support whose structure does not 

emit TPEF or SHG signals. The main diferences between regenerated epithelium on 

fbrin  support  and  on  hemicorneas  therefore  appear  to  be  within  the  capacity  of 

hemicorneas to proiide an actie support for optmal diferentaton and stratfcaton 

to limbal epithelial stem cells. When the stroma of the reconstructed hemicorneas was 

analyzed, the expression patern of specifc markers was found to be similar to that of  

normal human corneas. DNAQ5-stained keratocytes (Figure 16D) were surrounded by 

abundant  ECM  and  expressed  CD-34  (Figure  16E).  As  expected,  we  also  found 

keratocytes undergoing fbroblastc transformaton, as they expressed F-actn stress 

fbers containing α-SMA protein (Figure 16F). 
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Figure 16. (A,B,C) Twwo-photon microscopy of HKLs and H-LESCs plated on these scafolds. (A)  
Collagen fbers of the frontal stroma are wwell defned. (B) H-LESCs plated on HKLs showw they  
are wwell  distributed and joined to each other,  as in  the normal human cornea.  (C)  On the  
countrary, in epithelia reconstructed upon fbrin-based scafolds the basal layer consists of non-
adherent cells wwith rounded morphology. (D) Keratocytes in the stromal part of the hemicornea  
stained  wwith  DRAQ5™.  Expression  of  specifc  markers  of  the  corneal  stroma:  (E)  CD-34,  a  
specifc marker of keratocytes, (F) α-SMA, a muscle protein of F-actn stress fbers, typically  
found  in  myofbroblasts.  Images  are  representatve  of  data  obtained  from  at  least  three  
independent  experiments.  Scale  bar  100  m.  Abbreviatons:  HKLs,  human  kertoplasty  
lentcules; LESCs, limbal epithelial stem cells.

We also ierifed that HKLs maintained a good transparency with and without epithelial 

cells  on  them.  We  found  that  in  the  waielength  range  of  iisible  light,  the 

transmitance (T) of hemicorneas in the central tssue positons was on aierage 15% 

lower than the stromal lentcules, while in the paracentral positon (2 mm), the T of 

hemicorneas was 10% lower. The measurements in the UV-A and UV-B waielength 

range confrm this trend ranging between 12% and 15% lower transmitance in central 

hemicorneas  and  between  6%  and  8%  in  paracentral.  Finally,  in  the  infrared 

waielength range (IN), the T of hemicorneas in the central positons was 17% to 23% 

lower than keratoplasty lentcules in central regions and 10% to 15% in paracentral.  

The  aierage  T  ialues  of  all  samples  are  shown  in  fgure  17.  Oierall,  the  relatie 
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reducton  of  hemicorneal  light  transmitance  compared  to  stromal  lentcules  was 

consistent  with  the  state  of  the  knowledge  on  biophysics  of  corneal  light-tssue 

interacton. 

Figure  17. Average  transmitance  curves  in  the  wwavelength  range  of  280-1000  nm  of  
reconstructed  hemicorneas  (blue  curve)  and  HKLs  (red  curve).  The  presence  of  epithelium  
reduces  tssue  transmission  by  15-20%  on  average  in  each  measuring  positon.  These  
diferences  are  in  accordance  wwith  knowwledge  about  absorbance  propertes  of  corneal  
epithelium. Abbreviatons: HKLs, human kertoplasty lentcules.

5.7 Synthetic  scafolds  are  not  able  to  sustain  epithelial  stem  cells 

diferentiation and stratifcation 

In the context of a collaboraton between diferent european laboratories we had the 

chance to test seieral synthetc scafolds capable of mimic the structure of corneal 

stroma. The precise formulaton of these scafolds has not been proiided, but these 

are foam-based and polyester structures or cross-linked collagen fbers.  The results 

howeier  were unsatsfactory  as  we had seieral  problems such as  the ingrowth of 

epithelial  cells  inside  the  scafolds  and  the  formaton  of  abnormal  clusters  and 

abnormal  stratfcaton.  Markers  such  as  Np63aand  cK3  were  stained  with 

immunofluorescence  assays  to  eialuate  the  orientaton  of  reconsttuted  epithelia 

(fgure 18). All tested synthetc scafolds were unable to support the formaton of well 

organized epithelial sheets.
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Figure  18. Immunofuorescence  staining of  Np63a(red)  and cK3 (green)  of  reconstructed  
epithelia  originated  from  H-LESCs  plated  on  the  diferent  scafolds  tested.  Images  showw  
epithelial cells ingrowwth, abnormal diferentaton clusters and abnormal stratfcaton and are  
representatve of data obtained from at least three independent experiments. Scale bars 100  
m. Abbreviatons: LESCs, limbal epithelial stem cells.

5.8 Setting of the cohort of animal patients 

Based on data obtained with human stem cells, next step was to moie to an animal 

model  in  order  to  assess,  in  vivo,  the  transplantability  and  functonality  of  these 

epithelioid structures.

Based  on  that,  we  started  a  collaboraton  with  the  ieterinary  department  to 

understand what could be the most useful model for our purpose and to assess the 

existence, in the clinic, of injuries or alteratons comparable to LSCD. The proposal of 

ieterinarians was to focus on one animal species, considering dogs as useful models  

for our purpose. Indeed, there are seieral features that make these species ideal for 

our  purposes.  First  of  all,  dogs  are  common  animals  and  make  up  the  largest 

percentage  of  patents  referring  to  the  ieterinary  clinic.  Also,  diseases  presentng 

clouding and conjunctializaton of corneal surface are not uncommon in these animals 

(physical damages from scratches and bites, chemical damage from eniironmental and 

domestc factors, progressed infectous and not infectous keratts) and these lesions 

are ofen profound,  inioliing the stromal  tssue.  For  this  reason,  the use of  these 

models is faiored by the possibility of work on not induced pathologies. Furthermore, 

they haie an eye anatomy iery similar to human and corneal stem cells reside in the 
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outer ring of the cornea that is organized in niches just like the human  limbus  (GÜL 

SANCAK et al, 2014). Finally, the life span of these animals is quite long (10-13 years on 

aierage) allowing the implementaton of longer and more detailed follow up analysis 

able to proiide data about long term self renewal and maintenance of the implanted 

tssue.

5.9 Canine  corneal  epithelial  stem  cells  (C-LESCs)  and  canine  oral 

mucosa  epithelial stem cells (C-OMESCs) characteriaation 

As a frst step, we started the characterizaton of cell lines obtained from biopsies of 

the  cornea (C-LESCs)  and  oral  mucosa  (C-OMESCs)  of  canine  origin.  Biopsies  were 

taken from cadaiers at the tme of euthanasia, in the Department of Veterinary and 

transported in  DMEM s/f  + penicillin/streptomycin 5%.  We collected biopsies  from 

four diferent dogs, taken from diferent points of the limbus and from oral mucosa. All 

the material collected was plated in culture, allowing us to obtain, from each subject,  

two primary lines of corneal cells and two lines of oral mucosal cells. Afer platng on 

3T3-J2 feeder layer, the primary lines were serially propagated untl exhauston. This 

allowed us to get data of life span to compare the behaiior of these cells with H-LESCs.  

In additon, for each passage, we performed colony forming efciency assays (CFE) to 

estmate the proporton of clonogenic cells present in the culture. The data obtained 

from these assays showed a trend of canine cell  line comparable to that of human 

limbal  cells,  showing  a  similar  decrease  of  colony  forming  efciency  (CFE)  and 

clonogenic  cell  number  and  a  similar  percentage  of  aborted  colonies  during  serial 

cultiaton (fgure 19-20). In partcular, the slope of clonogenic cells is less pronounced 

in C-LESCs and C-OMESCs, suggestng the possibility that these cells retain a greater 

proporton of clonogenic cells, in more adianced passages, with partcular regard to 

the C-OMESCs (fgure 20). Also replicatie senescence, as suggested by the number of 

passages in culture, is comparable to human cell  lines. Finally, transcript expression 

analysis  of p63 and ABCG2 (two stem/progenitor  epithelial  cells marker)  showed a 

progressiie decrease during passages (fgure 21).
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Figure  19. Colony forming efciency (CFE) of C-LESCs and C-OMESCs wwas evaluated at three  
diferent passages in culture. Images are representatve of data obtained from at least three  
independent  experiments.  Abbreviatons:  LESCs,  limbal  epithelia  stem  cells;  OMESCs,  oral  
mucosa epithelial stem cells.
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Figure  20. Comparison of clonogenic ability and proliferatve potental of human and canine  
epithelial  stem  cells  obtained  from  limbal  and  oral  mucosa  biopsies.  All  data  have  been  
obtained from four unrelated normal subjects (n≥3 independent experiments). Quantfcaton  
of  (A)  clonogenic  cells  number,  (B)  fnal  cells  number  (C)  cumulatve  cell  doublings,  (D)  
percentage  of  aborted  colonies  of  H-LESCs  (blue),  C-LESCs  (red)  and  C-OMESCs  (green)  is  
showwn. Abbreviatons: LESCs, limbal epithelial stem cells; OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial stem  
cells.

Figure 21. p63 and ABCG2 expression during passages in culture of canine primary cell lines.  
Relatve quanttatve PCR showwing p63 and ABCG2 copy number in total RNA from C-LESCs and  
C-OMESCs. Results are normalized against GAPDH. Abbreviatons: LESCs, limbal epithelial stem  
cells;  OMESCs,  oral  mucosa  epithelial  stem  cells;  GAPDH,  glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate  
dehydrogenase.

5.10 Reconstructed canine keratoplasty lenticules

Human keratoplasty  lentcules  (HKLs)  are  naturally  deriied matrices  obtained from 

human corneas that we eialuated for their ability to mimic the local eniironment of 

human corneal epithelial stem cells and proiide a template for cell growth and extra 

cellular matrix (ECM) producton. Primary human and canine epithelial stem cells were 

seeded onto HKLs  and allowed to  grow for  7  days.  It  is  known that  keratnocytes 

cultured  at  the  air–liquid  interface  giie  rise  to  a  multlayered  epithelium,  thus 

mimicking the naturally occurring conditons of corneal epithelia. Human and canine 

epithelial cells seeded onto HKLs were therefore cultured in submerged conditons for 

7 days and, once confluent, air lifed at the air–liquid interface for 14 further days. The 

resultng epithelia was well  organized and stratfed into four to fie cell  layers,  as 
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shown by the staining with the far-red fluorescent DNA dye DNAQ5® (Figure 22-23), 

with basal  cuboidal  cells  diferentatng upward to winged cells.  The layer  of  basal 

cuboidal  cells  was  frmly  atached  to  the  underlying  ECM  and  to  the  basement 

membrane through integrinβ4 (Figure  22).  Maintenance of  stemness  potental  and 

diferentaton pathways are both important factors for the deielopment of healthy 

corneal  epithelia.  For  this  reason,  specifc  markers  of  stemness  and diferentaton 

were  eialuated.  Both  human  and  canine  basal  epithelial  cells  expressed  p63,  an 

epithelial stem/progenitor cell marker (Figure 22).  Diferentaton pathways were not 

altered,  as  indicated  by  the  expression  of  iniolucrin  (Figure  23),  a  terminal 

diferentaton  marker  for  stratfed epithelia.  We also  obseried the  presence  of  a 

basement  membrane  underneath  the epithelial  cell  layers  and preseriaton of  the 

Bowman’s  membrane  (data  not  shown).  Importantly,  expression  of  the  diferent 

markers resembled that obseried in normal epithelia, thus suggestng that HKLs are 

able to support  the growth and maintain  the diferentaton pathways  of  epithelial 

stem cells. 
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Figure  22. DRAQ5 staining and expression of epithelial stem cells markers in reconstructed  
hemicorneas generated by growwing H-LESCs, C-LESCs and C-OMESCs onto human keratoplasty  
lentcules (HKLs). Cryosectons wwere analyzed through immunofuorescence using p63 (green)  
and  Lam4  (red)  antbodies  (n=  3)  Scale  bars  20  m.  Note  that  all  epithelia  wwere  wwell  
organized and stratfed into four to fve cell  layers, wwith basal cuboidal cells diferentatng  
upwward  to  wwinged  cells.  The  strong  expression  of  the  stem  cell  marker  p63  confrms  the  
maintenance  of  basal  and  undiferentated  progenitor  cells.  Abbreviatons:  LESCs,  limbal  
epithelial stem cells; OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial stem cells. 
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Figure  23. DRAQ5  staining  and  expression  of  epithelial  diferentated  cells  markers  in  
reconstructed hemicorneas generated by growwing H-LESCs, C-LESCs and C-OMESCs onto human  
keratoplasty lentcules (HKLs). Cryosectons wwere analyzed through immunofuorescence using  
Involucrine (red) antbodies (n = 3)  Scale bars 20  m.  Abbreviatons: LESCs, limbal epithelial  
stem cells; OMESCs, oral mucosa epithelial stem cells.
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6 Discussion and conclusions

In the last decade, stem cells haie proied to represent a ialid therapeutc approach to 

many  untreated  pathologies,  thanks  to  their  ability  to  regenerate  and  replace 

damaged tssues. Thus, adult or somatc stem cells immediately gained a piiotal role, 

with many adiantages compared to embryonic stem cells or iPSCs that are connected 

to many adierse  efects.  Therefore,  stem cells  haie become iery useful  in clinical  

applicaton as a ialuable tool for translatonal medicine. Among them, epithelial stem 

cells, haie achieied a frst-rate positon from the iery beginning because of the iariety 

of pathologies associated with this cell type. Moreoier, the accessibility of epithelial  

tssue allows us the epithelial stem cells isolaton, maintenance and culture to deeply 

study their in vitro behaiior, both in physiological and pathological conditons. In this 

work,  we  haie  focused  on  comparatie  features  of  somatc  stem  cells  from  four 

diferent  epithelia  in  vitro and  in  vivo and  on  the  possible  adiantages  from  such 

comparisons.  In  vivo behaiior  of  the  diferent  epithelia  (table  1)  reflects  the 

physiological role of the tssue. The necessity to protect the internal organs require a 

highly organized structure. For this reason, the epidermis is composed of 5 diferent 

cells  layers  to  generate  a  functonal  barrier  for  the  external  eniironment.  The 

incessant expositon to thermal shocks, pathogens and chemical  agents submit skin 

epithelium to a contnuous replacement of cells, known as homeostasis, processes of 

proliferaton and diferentaton that culminate in the desquamatons of keratnized 

flakes  (cytomorphosis).  The  homeostasis  is  guaranteed  by  keratnocytes  located  in 

niches spatally harboured in the throughout layer, like in the interfollicular epidermis 

(IFE), in a turnoier of 28 days [Blanpain et al. 2014].  Oral mucosa is linked to a similar 

functon, that is to protect the oral  caiity against pathogens and mechanical stress 

during  mastcaton. It  is  possible  to  distnguish  diferent  areas  by  diferences  in 

keratnizaton of the mucosa. The gingiiae and hard palate are keratnized, while the 

lower part of the mouth, the area near the lips and the surface under the tongue are 

not keratnized. The oral mucosa has higher number of cell  layers and proliferaton 

rate compared to epidermis (Figure 1) [Nowat et al, 1996; Gibbs et al, 2000; Andl et al, 

2016]. Quiescent cells are located in the basal layer, while the proliferaton is restricted 

to the parabasal and adjacent suprabasal layers [Kotelnikoi et al, 1996; Dwiiedi et al,  
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2013; Prince et al, 2007; Liu et al, 1998; Bosch et al, 1993; Hsu et al, 2013; Okumura et  

al,  2014;  Andl  et  al,  2016].  Under  homeostasis  conditons  the  turnoier  of  this 

epithelium is from 14 days  to 24 days for  hard palate.  The anterior  acular  surface 

represents a iery unique case from the point of iiew of the epithelia that coier ita the 

cornea, centrally, and the sclera peripherally. The main feature that makes the cornea 

a partcular epithelium is the transparency that allows it to play its role in focusing and 

transmitng light without scater through the lens and onto the retna, ensuring the 

iision [Bukowiecki et al. 2017]. Its easily accessibility and aiascularisaton make the 

cornea an intriguing site for gene and cell  therapies. Because of its locaton in the 

outermost part  of  the eye,  it  is  iulnerable  to damage  caused by burns,  abrasions, 

contact  lens  problems,  alteraton in  tear  producton,  infectons and other  diseases 

[Saghizadeh,  et al.  2017]. Corneal  epithelium consists of a single basal  layer and in 

stratfed  squamous  epithelial  cells,  constantly  renewed  in  corneal  homeostasis, 

essental to guarantee the structural uniformity and the transparency of the tssue. 

During corneal homeostasis LESCs proliferate and generate transient amplifying cells 

(TA)  that  diiide,  diferentate  and  migrate  to  the  centre  of  the  cornea  (traced  by 

keratne 14 expression), to regenerate the epithelium (Saghizadeh, et al. 2017). LESCs 

are present in basal  layer of  the limbus,  corneoscleral  juncton responsible for  the 

drainage  of  water  humor  and for  the protecton of  limbal  epithelial  stem cells,  in 

specifc niches called Palisades of Vogt (Figure 1) [Daianger et al. 1971]. Described for 

the frst tme by Streif in 1914, with the name of “radial stripes”o, Palisades of Vogt  

haie an undulated appearance, due to radially oriented fbroiascular ridges, projected 

into the deeper layers of the limbus. These iniaginatons are called limbal crypts and 

furnish  the  right  eniironment  for  limbal  stem  cells (Zhang  et  al),  that  haie  been 

identfed and localized based on the colony-forming ability,  proliferatie potental, 

slow cycling nature (BrdU or EdU label-retaining cells), expression of specifc antgens 

and markers (Np63a) [Saghizadeh et al, 2017]. Whilst it is commonly known that the 

stem cells of corneal epithelium reside in the limbal area, the locaton of conjunctial 

stem  cells  is  controiersiala  possible  sites  proposed  in  last  years  are  fornix  region, 

limbus, bulbar conjunctia, palpebral conjunctia and at the mucocutaneous juncton 

on the eyelid margin. Preiious studies suggest that CESCs are uniformly distributed 

throughout the whole surface [Nagasaki et al, 2005; Pellegrini et al, 1999], but recent 
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further studies demonstrated that CESCs are located in the fornix and/or in the bulbar  

conjunctia. In fact, the fornix may proiide greater physical protecton, intraepithelial 

mucous crypts,  iasculature, and immune cells,  typical  features of stem cells niches 

(Stewart et al, 2015). So, the integrity of the anterior ocular surface is also guaranteed 

by the conjunctial homeostasis, in a two-stage process described by Poten et al, to 

renew  the  stratfed  conjunctial  epithelium.  The  small  populaton  of  CESCs,  that 

diiided infrequently, generate daughter cells that in turn produce transient amplifying 

cells,  an actiely  proliferatng cells  populaton.  These one migrate and diferentate 

toward the fornix to replace the mature cells contnuously lost [Poten et al.]. To beter 

understand  their  reflected  behaiior  in  vivo and  permit  to  apply  their  strengths  in 

regeneratie  medicine in  vitro  characterizaton  of  primary  epithelia  cell  lines  is 

essental. Pioneering studies by H. Green in the 1970s allowed to set sophistcated 

protocols  for  the  in  vitro maintenance  of  primary  cells  focusing  on  the  clinical 

applicaton  of  the  tssues  regenerated  by  these  cells.  Green  himself  immediately 

proposed the potental of stratfed  in  iitro epithelial sheets for the treatment of all 

the cases,  such as  burns,  where the lack of  the epithelial  stem cells  compartment 

results  in  a  failure  of  a  self-maintaining  epithelium reconstructon  (Nheinwald  and 

Green,  1975;  Barrandon  and Green,  1987).  Thanks  to  adiancement  of  technology, 

discoiery  of  epithelial  stem  cell  marker  that  allow  to  identfy  and  quantfy  the 

presence of stem cells within primary cultures, such as  ΔNp63α (Di Iorio et al, 2005) 

and innoiatie scafolds employment, such as fbrin matrices (Pellegrini et al., 1999),  

amniotc  membrane  (Meller  et  al,  2002),  or  human  keratoplasty  lentcules  (HKL; 

Barbaro et al, 2009),  it was possible to produce epithelial sheets easier to transplant 

and more suitable to long-term engrafment. Expanding, diferentaton and layering 

abilites of epithelial stem cells (actually regeneratng an ex iiio working tssue) also 

proiided  a  useful  tool  to  gene  therapy  approaches  for  a  number  of  pathologies 

characterized by mutatons that afect an epithelium homeostasis (Maiilio et al, 2006; 

Barbaro  et  al,  2016). In  vitro behaiior  of  epithelial  stem cells  reflect  their  in  vivo 

physiological  trend. Thus, as the renewal of the epidermidis afer an injury require 

around three weeks,  in vitro proliferaton of H-SESCs proceeds for  20 days.  Similar 

consideratons  could  be  applicable  to  all  the  stem  cells  of  those  tssues.  The 

proliferaton ability and the stem cells potental could notably increase thanks to the 
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DAPT subministraton. This molecule, by inhibitng the Notch signaling, can enrich the 

stem cells populaton obtained from a biopsy and delay their premature aging. DAPT 

treatment could widen the therapeutc window in iarious pathologies, such as the EEC 

syndrome, where it is iery narrow. The stem cells enrichment in primary cultures could 

proiide a cell populaton on which gene therapy approaches, such as gene editng, can 

be efectie. Diseases like limbal stem cells defciency (LSCD) can be oiercome using 

epithelial  stem  cells  of  other  body  regions  which,  eien  though  haiing  distnctie 

characteristcs, maintain the same patern and are applicable to efectie cell therapy.  

Nishida et al. study of epithelia cells, in 2004, permits to successfully transplant oral  

mucosal cell sheets on the ocular surface obtaining a new transparent epithelium. As 

well as, my group in 2016 haie been able to isolate the cell populaton with a mild 

phenotype from a patent afected by Ectrodactyly-Ectodermal dysplasia-Clefing (EEC) 

syndrome with a rare mosaicism, enriching these primary cells in vitro and producing 

well-organized and stratfed epithelial sheets. The noielty and the importance of this 

study are related to the ability to isolate and recoier stem cells heterozygous for p63,  

which appear to haie an extraordinary regeneratie capacity comparable to that of 

healthy cells, thus representng a ialuable source for startng a customized cell therapy 

approach for this unique case of EEC syndrome, based solely on epithelial stem cell 

manipulaton.  This  part  of  my  work  highlights  and  emphasizes  the  potental  of 

regeneratie and personalized medicine,  obtained through the deielopment of CA-

OMESCs, to reconstruct the ocular surface of this unique case of EEC syndrome, and 

demonstrates  a proof-of-principle approach,  based only on stem cell  strategy,  that 

bypassing  gene  therapy  approaches  proiides  eiidence  of  the  feasibility  of  an 

innoiatie strategy to correct a seiere corneal pathology. 

The  replacement  of  diseased  tssues  and  organs  by  means  of  tssue  engineering 

approaches is rapidly becoming a reality and the possibility to obtain bioengineered 

corneal  replacements  recently  demonstrated  (Nishida  et  al.  2004) (Pellegrini  et  al. 

1997) (Barbaro et al. 2009). Successful tssue engineering depends on the aiailability of 

suitable  scafolds  during  the  inital  stages  of  reconstructon.  The  choice  of  an 

appropriate matrix is, therefore, of crucial importance. The ideal scafold should fulfll 

seieral requirements, including biocompatbility and the possibility to be repopulated 
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with autologous recipient cells. Various types of matrices, such as polymers, amniotc 

membrane,  or  fbrin  gel,  haie been iniestgated for  ocular  surface  reconstructon. 

Howeier,  none  of  them  is  completely  deioid  of  problems.  Compared  to  these 

matrices, HKLs appear to be partcularly atractie because of their anatomic similarity 

to the human cornea,  with the stroma actng as  a  physiologically  functonal  tssue 

substtute and not simply as a scafold for limbal stem cells propagaton (Barbaro et al. 

2009).  Our  model  might,  therefore,  be  considered  as  a  step  forward  toward  the 

deielopment of a tssue-engineered hemicornea in which corneal epithelial stem cells 

proliferate,  establish  contacts  with  the  keratocytes  of  the  underlying  stroma,  and 

renew the epithelium by producing transiently amplifying cells and diferentated cell 

layers. The possibility of cultiate limbal epithelial stem cells onto HKLs in vitro and of 

obtain  a  physiologically  functonal  tssue  with  proliferatng  keratnocytes  and 

keratocytes is an important feature that make HKL a potental and interestng scafold 

for the treatment of LSCD (Barbaro et al. 2009). In additon, HKLs haie some further 

adiantages that are worth discussing in depth. Firstly, the use of HKL could oiercome 

some of the problems associated with the use of fbrin gel and improie fbrin-cultured 

limbal stem cell transplantaton. Occasionally, in fact, corneal stem cell proliferaton 

causes a progressiie thinning of the fbrin glue, thus making manipulaton of stem cell  

grafs by surgeons extremely difcult. In additon, as the fbrin glue is not a porous 

material, this might cause stagnaton of blood residues underneath the fbrin-cultured 

stem cells in iiio, thus not allowing optmal reabsorpton of the fbrin and interacton 

of keratnocytes with the underlying corneal stroma  (Barbaro et al.  2009).  Another 

potental adiantage of HKLs is their ability to sustain corneal stem cell proliferaton 

eien in the absence of lethally irradiated 3T3-J2 feeder layers. Murine feeder layers 

are  essental  for  the  maintenance  of  the  stemness  and  proliferatie  potental  of 

epithelial stem cells cultured in iitro. Howeier the deielopment of feeder-free culture 

conditons for corneal epithelial stem cells would be of great interest. In fact, although 

lethally irradiated and therefore unable to replicate, murine 3T3-J2 fbroblasts are stll 

present in grafs suitable for transplantaton with percentages of approximately 5% 

(Barbaro et al, 2009). Limbal stem cell transplantaton, as it is currently carried out, 

might therefore induce inflammatory responses against the xenogeneic component of 

the  graf (the  murine  fbroblasts),  thus  potentally  reducing  the  possibilites  of  
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successful outcomes. In additon, it is iery likely that,  in the near future, guidelines 

regulatng  the  clinical  applicatons  of  stem  cells  will  require  the  deielopment  of 

animal-free culture systems (no murine feeder layers or culturing media with animal-

deriied  proteins/growth  factors)  (Barbaro  et  al,  2009).  HKL  could  therefore  be  an 

adiantageous scafold for limbal stem cells. Another interestng feature of HKLs is the 

possibility to be freeze dried, thus eliminatng iiable, and potentally immunogenic, 

keratocytes.  Necently,  iarious  decellularizaton  procedures  haie  been  used  to 

eliminate cells and create a cell-free matrix, which can be repopulated with recipient 

cells afer implantaton. Adiantages would not only be limited to the lower antgenicity 

of  freeze-dried  HKLs  (Barbaro  et  al,  2009).  Stability,  safety,  and  sterility  are  all 

propertes  that  would  make  HKLs  more  suitable  than  other  carriers  in  the  strictly 

regulated  Good  Manufacturing  Practce  (GMP)  setngs  that  are  now  required  for 

producton/manufacture of cell-therapy products for human use.  In the future,  the 

possibility of culturing and expanding limbal stem cells onto HKLs might open-up new 

and  intriguing  perspecties  for  the  surgical  treatment  of  LSCD  associated  to  deep 

stromal damages.  The management of these cases of  LSCD is currently carried out 

using a multstaged approach. The ocular surface is frstly stabilized through pannus 

resecton  and  transplantaton  of  autologous  cultured  limbal  stem  cells.  Visual 

rehabilitaton  is  normally  gained  through  a  second  stage  inioliing  penetratng 

keratoplasty.  Improiements  in  microsurgical  techniques  and  introducton  of  new 

deiices haie recently led to increasing numbers of lamellar keratoplasty procedures 

being performed. This appears to be true both for the anterior lamellar keratoplasty 

(ALK), replacing the anterior stroma, and for the posterior lamellar keratoplasty (PLK), 

which iniolies the replacement of deep stromal and endothelial layers. Lentcules for 

both  ALK  and  PLK  are  prepared  by  surgeons  just  before  surgery  or,  iery  ofen, 

proiided  by  eye  banks.  In  cases  of  LSCD  patents  with  eyes  haiing  milder  and 

superfcial stromal scarring, transplantaton of autologous limbal stem cells cultured 

onto  HKLs  might,  therefore,  be  performed using  ALK  surgical  procedures.  In  these 

cases the multstaged approach described earlier would be replaced by just one step in 

which grafs of HKL with limbal stem cells would replace the damaged stroma of the 

recipient at once. This technique would also proiide tectonic tssue support to LSCD 
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corneas, which are normally thinner and haie higher risks of perforatons than healthy 

ones (Barbaro et al, 2009).

For all these reasons, moiing to the use of these scafolds  in vivo, in animal models, 

will be an essental step for the achieiement of clinical applicatons. The data obtained 

so far on the primary cultures of dog showed a behaiior of stem cells comparable to 

those of humans. Neconstructed hemicorneas of canine origin haie proied to be able 

to organize, stratfy and bind to the stroma, expressing the correct diferentaton and 

stem cell markers. With the data we collect on HKLs from C-CESCs and C-OMESCs we 

will  transfer  the  technology  on  animal  patents.  Moreoier,  expanding  the  animal 

patents cohort, including cats and rabbits (Selier et al, 2015; GÜL SANCAK et al, 2014), 

we can get a pool of subjects large enough to allow us to carry out all the necessary in  

vivo studies. Future fndings will also lead to obtain a complete corneal equiialent by 

platng  limbal/corneal  keratnocytes  onto  lentcules  normally  used  for  PLK,  i.e., 

complete with Descemet’s membrane and endothelium. Finally, the use of HKLs could 

proiide an interestng in vitro organotypic culture system for eialuaton of the growth, 

proliferaton,  and diferentaton processes of corneal  stem cells from patents with 

disorders/pathologies that make propagaton of cells onto commonly used plastc Petri 

dishes difcult and the deielopment of new pharmaceutcal  drugs (e.g.,  eye drops, 

medicinal products), as they might represent a ialid in vitro-based alternatie method 

for assessing toxicity and safety.

To  summarize  and  conclude  my  discussion,  primary  epithelial  cells  haie  unique 

characteristcs with an inimitable potental that makes them a malleable tool, able to 

adapt to diferent necessites. And so on, although these data are intriguing, further 

iniestgaton could proiide more and more useful data for their clinical applicaton in 

regeneratie  medicine.  As  a  proof-of-principle  that  epithelial  stem  cells  haie  an 

intrinsic  potental  for  regeneratie  medicine  that  can  be  exploited  with  a  deeper 

characterizaton, my group haie been able to apply, in vitro, a cell therapy protocol to 

a patent afected by a rare mosaic form of EEC syndrome. 

HKLs appear to be partcularly atractie, animal-free (feeder-free) and full-thickness 

scafolds for corneal reconstructon. We haie already started with the last step, that is  

the recruitment of canine patents to assess the transplantability and functonality of 
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these  organotypic  structures.  We  are  contactng  a  research  group  from  the 

Department of Surgery, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Turkish Nepublic of Northern 

Cyprus that published a case report of LSCD in a dog [Özgencil̇ et al, 2017] with the aim 

of creatng a small cohort on which to start with frst transplantaton trials.
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